This comic lays out 2000 years of musical history. A neglected part of musical history.
Again and again there have been attempts to police music; to resbict borrowing and cultural
cross-fertilization. But music builds on itself. To those who think that mash-ups and sampling
started with YouTube or the DJ's turntables, it might be shocking to find that musicians have been
borrowing-extensively borrowing-from each other since music began. Then why try to stop that
process?The reasons varied. Philosophy, religion, politics, race-again and again, race-and law.
And because music affects us so deeply, those struggles were passionate ones. They still are.
The history in this book runs from Plato to Blurred Unes and beyond. You will read about
the Holy Roman Empire's attempts to standardize religious music using the first great musical
technology (notation) and the inevitable backfire of that attempt. You will read about trou
badours and church composers, swapping tunes (and remarlcab/yprofane lyrics), changing both
religion and music in the process. You will see diabibes against jazz for corrupting musical
culture, against rock and roll for breaching the color-line. You will learn about the lawsuits that,
surprisingly, shaped rap. You will read the story of some of music's iconoclasts-from Handel
and Beethoven to Robert Johnson, Chuck Berry, Little Richard, Ray Charles, the British Invasion
and Public Enemy.
To understand this history fully, one has to roam wider still-into musical technologies
from notation to the sample deck, aesthetics, the incentive systems that got musicians paid,
and law's 250-year struggle to assimilate music, without destroying it in the process. This is
that story. It is assuredly not the only history of music. But it is definitely a part-a fascinating
part-of that history. We hope you like it.
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About The Book

This book is made available under the terms of a Creative Commons
Attribution-Noncommercial-Sharealike 3.0 Unported license.
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/
This license gives you important freedoms, including the right to
copy and distribute this book noncommercially without permission
or fee, so long as you adhere to the terms described below.

Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported (CC-BY-NC-SA 3.0)
You are free to:
•

Share — copy and redistribute the material in any medium or format
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Adapt — remix, transform, and build upon the material
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Attribution — You must attribute the work as: Theft! A History of Music by James Boyle, Jennifer
Jenkins & Keith Aoki

•

No additional restrictions — You may not apply legal terms or technological measures that legally
restrict others from doing anything the license permits.

NonCommercial — You may not use the material for commercial purposes, which we interpret to
mean “to make a profit.”
Share Alike — If you alter, transform, or build upon this work, you may distribute the resulting
work only under a license identical to this one and you must indicate that changes have been made
to the work.

Any of these conditions can be waived if you get permission from the copyright holders. Your fair use and other
rights are in no way affected by the above.
Credits:
Initial Sketches: Keith Aoki
Research, Writing and Graphic Design: James Boyle & Jennifer Jenkins
Art, Illustration and Inking: Ian Akin & Brian Garvey
Lettering, Coloring, Digital Publishing: Balfour Smith
About the Artists: After the tragic death of Keith Aoki, we had to find new artists to redraw the book from
scratch. Those artists were Ian Akin and Brian Garvey. Veteran comic book illustrators and inkers, Ian and Brian
have done work for Marvel, DC, Disney and many others. Their task was a daunting one: they had to come into
a book designed and written by law professors and translate the vision of a beloved deceased artist into their
own idiom. All of this in a work that was part comic book, part academic monograph. They were, quite simply,
magnificent. You can see, in the pages that follow, what consummate professionals they are. They are also
lovely folk to work with and we recommend them wholeheartedly.
http://www.akinandgarvey.com/

Dedicated to
Keith Aoki 1955‒2011
This book is dedicated to Keith Aoki: our colleague,
co-author and, above all, our friend. Keith passed
away, tragically young, while we were creating the
comic. He told us of his illness matter-of-factly, a week
before his death, as an “apology” for not completing
more of the drawings Jennifer and I had designed. He
also told us that he wanted us to finish the book we
had begun together; in fact he told us that we had to
finish the book. Those were the last words we heard
him say. We later realized that he had been battling his
illness through much of our work on the comic, never
complaining.
Keith had told us we had to finish the book. It
was only half done. We had no heart for it. In the end,
it meant starting again and redrawing the book from
scratch with two wonderful professional artists, Ian
Akin and Brian Garvey. Every page we went through
was a reminder of a conversation we had had with
Keith, a joke we had made, a crazy reference to pop
culture, or film noir or music or law — because Keith
was an artist, a legal scholar, and a hilarious culturejammer. And each of those reminders was a sad one.
It was a deeply painful task. Still, Keith had told us
we had to finish the book. Those are the kinds of
commands one does not disobey.
If Keith had written this dedication, it would be
unsentimental, it would redirect all the praise to others and it would be darkly funny, because Keith had a very
dark sense of humor where he was the subject. The last law review “article” he published was a comic with
himself as a character. If one looks closely at the T-shirt the character is wearing, it says, “You can’t avoid the
void.” Keith knew he was dying when he drew that. No one else did.
We published a book of quotes and drawings to remember Keith — Keith Aoki: Life as the Art of
Kindness. You can find it elsewhere. We will not rehash it here except to say: we shall not look upon his like
again. Would that the rest of us could be that kind, that modest, that creative.
We finished the comic for you, man. It took us long enough. Sorry about that. But you were terrible
with deadlines too, just terrible. So perhaps you’ll cut us a break. You can’t avoid the void. But you can make
something beautiful, funny and even maybe insightful that escapes it for a little while.
James Boyle & Jennifer Jenkins
Durham, NC. 2016
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The void…a seething mass of
energy… But travel far enough…

Experts tell us that most
of this great universe Is
unseen, Invisible…

And one finds familiar features…

Science knows little of
It. Yet It makes up 90%
of everything around us…

Is this strange substance
the missing mass?…
Dark matter?

No. It
Is the public
domain… and I am
the teller of
Its tales.

Come In,
I have been
expecting
you…

1

Plot lines and genres,
formulae and theories…

Most of our
culture and
science…

The chords
and themes of
our songs, our
Ideas…

Most of It
comes from the
public domain, the
great wellspring
of creativity…

Together with
the material that Is
owned - controlled by
copyrights and patents It forms a balance, an
ecosystem of the mind.

And that
Balance Is studied by
the strangest people.
Where will they take
us tonight?

2

Our hosts: two figures
who obsessively study this
realm, as though they had
been cursed to chart the
line between freedom and
control In each field of
human culture.*

Hi!

Hi!

What art form shall
We explore tonight?
Movies? Literature?

MUSIC!!

*For their previous adventure,
see Bound By Law? -Eds.

3

Why can't I write a song with the
same groove as another? I feel
like there are … Blurred Lines!
I didn't think you were
that … thicke headed.

Haven't musicians
always borrowed
from each other?
I don't even
control the rights
to my own songs!!

Why no
videos of
cats playing
the lyre?

When did we
start thinking
that music was
something that
could be owned?

What, you
don't want
musicians
to get paid?

4

And thus
begins our tale.
Over 2000 years of
music and borrowing,
from Plato to rap…

Oh joy. Now It's
pictures of dancing
about architecture.

5

And here Is your guide on
that journey. Composer,
musicologist, historian
...and he has a nice car.
Moon? Vacuum?
I guess It's
for dramatic …
“atmosphere.”
Wow!

What kind of
mileage do you
get In this thing?

About
500 years
a gallon.

????

What does this
button do?
Hey, don't
touch
tha….

6

Pleased to
meet you.
Hop In.

Dude
Descending
a Gravity
Staircase

7

So, that guy said you were the expert.
when was the first time someone listened
to a song and thought It was something
that could be owned…?

Is this one of those legal answers?
Depends what the definition of “Is” Is?
“I did not
sample songs
with this woman!”

Well, that depends
on what you mean by
“It” and what you
mean by “owned.”

Actually, no…

AUG 08 380BC
E
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When We think
of music, we
think of It
as “frozen.”
In CDs or
MP3 files…

…Or tapes,
vinyl, shellac…
wax cylinders.

9

So until music could be
mechanically recorded, It
was all just an experience?
Something that couldn’t
be owned, any more than
a smell or a…laugh?

Take sheet music.
Notation records music
for later playback.

Well, there
are other ways
of “recording”…
ones that use
humans as the
playback
device…

Look
down
there…

A brilliant Idea - It’s the
musical equivalent of the
Invention of writing! That's
where our story begins.

Even the mythical beasts!
It’s almost Jungian, though
Scott McCloud would argue…

Someone
watched
way
too much
Fantasia…

10

That Is a
competition
between
different
musicians.
Scholars
think the
Greeks saw
them as a
sporting
event…

Hellenic
Yeah, Idol!
Battle
of the
Bands,
BC!!

So are
we seeing
the birth of
notation?

Disney-fied
history and he
can’t drive…

11

That’s a hymn to Apollo.
The marks above the
letters Indicate the
melody.

the earliest notation we know
of comes from long before this 1400 BC In Mesopotamia. But …
hold on. I need to land by
that stone down there.

This Is a
2nd Century CE
Roman scroll of
a Greek song. But
It gives us an
Idea of what Greek
music was like.

So the Greeks certainly
had notation, though
It seems to have been
used Infrequently - as
a historical record of
songs, not something
musicians used every day.

We used to think we’d
never know how these
tunes sounded - now, some
scholars think they can
make a pretty good guess.

He really
Is an expert!
A little
know-It-all,
though…

The small symbols
above the text are
notes; the lines,
the rhythm.
So sing It for
us, then.

12

qq and I will sing the song of e q
se the Kastalian nymphs… z
e
s
I will taste s
eof
your hair…
I will hold a bow before your feet,

z

s

Probably a love song…

…Written by someone
who has been dust
for 2000 years.

13

Ahem…

Cough

It might sell
In Starbucks and
Whole Foods,
I guess.

Eerie-sounding. Like a Gregorian chant
one minute and an Indian raga the next…
I wonder If I could use that on my first
album!? “Lawyer Turned Rock Star!”

Well…

So what about the
answer to our
question? We’ve
got notation. Did
that mean people
owned songs?

14

Not so far as
we can tell.
Remember,
notation wasn’t
used that much…

THY BROTHER, THIS ILL-STARRED
ORESTES WHO SLEW HIS MOTHER!
Take the
playwright
Euripides…

YOU THINK
THAT'S BAD?
THERE'S
THIS GUY
OEDIPUS…

…GO POUR ROUND CLYTEMENESTRA'S
TOMB A MINGLED CUP OF HONEY, MILK,
AND FROTHING WINE…

In practice, most
music appears
to have been
generated by
Improvisation
around common
themes…

He wrote
the music
for his
plays.

…Makes
It harder
to say,
“mine!”

So there’s no Indication
that there was any sense
of “ownership” of music.
Fame and
attribution,
yes!
Property
control?
No!

15

There’s a fragment
from Orestes.
But much
less
music
than
text
survives.

So no regulation
of music…?

Are you kidding?
The Greeks thought
that some musical
forms were just
too dangerous.
Too emotional.

…And
changing musical
tradition was the
most dangerous
thing of all. Plato
said that “musical
Innovation Is full
of danger to the
whole state.”

He wanted
It banned.

OH YES. IT STARTS WITH
"JUST A LITTLE MIXING
OF THE DORIAN AND
THE PHRYGIAN MODES''…

AND WHERE DOES IT END? GROSS IMMORALITY,
SOCIAL UNREST, FORNICATION…EVEN DANCING!!!

16

“This is the point to which, above all, the at tention of our
ruler s should be directed, -- that music and gymna stic be
preserved in their original for m, and no innovation m ade.
They must do their u tmost to m aintain them intact. And
when any one says that m ankind most regar d ‘the newest
song which the singer s have,’ they will be a fr aid that
he m ay be pr aising, not new songs, bu t a new kind of song;
and this ought not to be pr aised, or conceived to be the
meaning of the poet; for any musical innovation is full
of danger to the whole State, and ought to be prohibited.
So Da mon tells me, and I can Quite believe him; -- he says
that when modes of music change, those of the State
always change with them.”
[Plato, The Republic --Eds.]

17

Remember
that to the
ancient Greeks
music was part
of a set of
universal
forms…

…A deep
logic of the
universe which
combined
geometry and
sound, ethics,
politics and
beauty.

I’ve wondered
about that.

Look at a string
Instrument. Halve
the length of
the string, the
note goes up
an octave.

Why would
spatial
proportions
correspond so
perfectly…

18

…To our
musical
scale?

A Brief Snippet from Greek Music Theory
The Greeks used familiar concepts such as
“notes” that corresponded to a particular
pitch, and “Intervals” - the space between
notes - which Pythagoras derived from
mathematical ratios.
If these were
vibrating guitar
strings, the second
would sound an
octave higher than
the first:

The Greeks also had unique concepts such as
the “Tetrachord,” which was a basic musical
unit, like the octave today.

A 2:1 ratio
makes the
Interval of
an octave!

A tetrachord Is
a group of four
pitches. The outer
pitches are fixed
and always span a
“perfect fourth” the space between
the first two notes
of “here… Comes
the Bride” or of
“Auld Lang Syne”
(“Should…Auld…”)

1:1

A “PERFECT FOURTH”

2:1 = An octave higher

Greek Tetrachords

DIFFERENT INNER
NOTES MADE THREE
KINDS OF tetrachords

DIATONIC

CHROMATIC

1

1½ ½

ENHARMONIC


1

½

½

2

¼

¼

RT @Apollo the
second string Is
a little sharp…

“tetrachord” meant “four
strings,” and they were used
for tuning Instruments like
the lyre and kithara.

Greek theorists combined tetrachords to make different scales or modes (the Greeks used the
terms “harmoniai” and “Tonoi”) that determined the notes you would hear In a piece of music.

2 DIATONIC TETRACHORDS

Medieval church
modes borrwed the
greek names, but they
were actually
different.

Ptolemy’s Dorian Mode
19

Greek philosophers thought the modes could affect a person’s character. Plato only
approved of the Dorian and Phrygian modes, which were associated with courage and
temperance. (Aristotle was slightly more forgiving.)
From Plato’s
“The Republic”
“Warlike, to sound the
note or accent which
a brave man utters In
the hour of danger and
stern resolve”

“To be used…In times
of peace and freedom of
action, when there Is no
pressure of necessity…
when by prudent conduct
he has attained his end,
not carried away by his
success, but acting
moderately and wisely
under the circumstances,
and acquiescing In
the event”
“Soft or drinking
harmonies”;
“drukenness and
softness and
Indolence are
utterly unbecoming
the character of
our guardians”

GREEK MODES

From Aristotle’s
“Politics”
“Produces a moderate
and settled temper…
all men agree that
the Dorian music Is the
gravest and manliest.”

DORIAN

“Inspires enthusiasm…
Bacchic frenzy and all
similar emotions… are
better set to the
Phrygian than to any
other mode.”

PHRYGIAN

“Enfeeble[s]
the mind”

LYDIAN

I bet Glaucon would
agree to a state ban
of Instruments that
allow Innovation!

I knew this
would happen!

Control hardwired
Into the technology…

There remain then only
the lyre and the harp
for use In the city, and
the shepherds may have
a pipe In the country.

It’s “Digital”
rights
management!

20

Mixing musical forms was
actually meddling with
the ethos, and the order of
the cosmos. It threatened
anarchy. So Plato did want
some kinds of “sampling”
forbidden. But not because
of “property rights.”

That theme of the
need to control
music comes up
again as we’ll
see…

Um, guys?
Look over
there.

Where's
the car?
Gasp
It seems
we have a
new ride!

21

Looks a
little
small…

Are you kidding? This Is
a Tardis - It’s much bigger
Inside than out…

I feel
like I've
seen this
somewhere
before...

Actually this Is a Type 40 - very
old-fashioned - and the chameleon
circuit must be broken…
OK, OK. I grew
up a geek chick.
So
sue
me…

Francia - France to us - about 760 AD! We’ve got a date with some monks.
Story of
my life…
And following the trail
of notation, our next stop
should already be In there.

22

23

I can’t believe I have
to wear this thing! Why
can’t I be a nun?
You think you have
problems? What are
they going to think
If they see me?

Quod erat
demonstrandum.

eMy father

beat your
father at
dominoes…

Pax
Vobiscum
quoque.

24

e

?

I studied this place! So this Is the Court
of Pippin III, sometimes known as “Pépin
Le Bref,” or “Pippin the Short.”

Pippin? We’re
researching
hobbits, now?
C’mon! “My father
beat your father
at dominoes”!?
I was brought up
Southern Baptist, OK?
We didn’t do Latin.

Dude wasn’t tall.
But he was the daddy
of Charlemagne.

25

That Is the Pope’s
“School of Singers.”
The “Schola Cantorum.”
Pope Stephen II
brought them with him
to visit Pippin.

I’m
trapped
In the 8th
century
with two
lunatics.

The Church scorned Instrumental
music, a distraction from the
Gospel message. But that wasn’t
their only stylistic rule…

More
“fear and
longing,”
almost
like the
Greeks.

26

The School of
Singers was used to
show congregations
how things should
sound - part of an
attempt to Impose
a standard liturgy
and standard music.

The church was struggling to Impose uniformity,
central control. Everywhere you would hear
the same music, the same liturgy…

So Innovation Is
being forbidden again?
Don’t remix my mass?

…One pope,
one Church,
one song.

They tried to cram this
music Into the Greek modes,
but It really doesn’t fit.
Boethius said…

So beautiful, It
really does
bring peace…

This
robe
has
fleas!

27

It wasn’t just a matter of
religious orthodoxy. Pippin got
legitimacy from the church.

He actually created
the position of “king
of the franks” by
getting the pope to
bless his election.

After this visit, he declared
the roman liturgy and music
to be the only official
version In his kingdom.

He even tried to stamp
out local rites and music.
Well, It Is easy to
overclaim. Nothing In
history Is simple. But,
yes, that was a small
part of building a
religious empire.

…A process that Charlemagne
continued. Interesting. So
Charlemagne’s Holy Roman
Empire Is partly built on
musical orthodoxy?

28

Were there official
musical scores that
everyone had to use?

Not at first. The Irony was
that notation had died out.
It had to be reinvented which It was over the next
hundred years or so. And
a lot of scholars think…

GUIDONIAN
HAND

…That It was Invented to exert control! To make sure
people were all singing the same tune. Literally!
I never thought
of notation as a
technology of
control. That's
remarkable.

Look…notation Is just useful.
It's going to get reinvented. But
yes, part of the impulse for this
reinvention was to control musical
drift across time and space…

A lot
simpler
to send
a scroll,
than an
entire
choir…

29

Though It’s not
clear how precise
the notation was…

…At first, It was simple
signs like this above the
words to Indicate whether
the tune went up or down.

But notation helped people
experiment, Innovate…

…And
then preserve
and transmit
tunes they’d
created.
Another unruly
technology, eh?

Unruly?

Well, It seems like a
history of unintended
consequences. Methods
of control…

Courtly
love!!

The era of Courtly
love! That’s where
we are arriving now.

…That undermine
themselves. That’s
the History of
music too, maybe.

Troubadours
and jongleurs!
Odes to
unfulfilled
desire!

30

“A true lover considers nothing
good except what he thinks will
please his beloved. Love can
deny nothing to love.”

Yes…
courtly
love…

That’s so
sweet!

That’s
Capellanus’
De Amore.

Of course, he also claimed all women
were shallow, envious, and slanderous,
and advised taking peasant women by
force, If the urge came upon you.

I am serious. People
who romanticize this stuff
should read It first.

Sounds like a
real prince.

31

There are times when I think feminism
goes too far. And times when I think
It doesn’t go nearly far enough…

how come It was all men singing
about women? Didn’t they let women
be troubadours?

Actually, there were female
troubadours, they called them
“trobairises.” In the late 1100s
and 1200s they were writing
and performing music for
the aristocracy of what’s
now France.

What, like a
bunch of 12th
century Joni
Mitchells?

z s qhqsz

They paved
Occitan,
and put up
a parking
lot…

s

Well, you can
laugh, but they
were actually
pretty Important
In terms of
Western secular
music; they’re the
first female
composers that
we know of.

CONTESSA
DE DIA

You go
girls!

32

s

A
chantar
m’er de so
qU’ieu Non
volria…

We are family I got tro-bairises with me…

Some
things
are just
heresy.

Nice…

I’d say
It was
getting
to be a
habit.

Much
nicer…

Do I always
have to dress
like this?

Ahem. Where are we,
and when?
1467.
France.

Tee hee!

Though
the Ideas of
courtly love
have been
around for
OVER 300
years…

33

That song Is over 300 years old, even
now. Joyfully, I set myself to love,
by William the 9th of Aquitaine. William
the Troubadour they called him.
I like the Idea of all
these songs about pure
romance…MUSIC today
Is just so crude!

Actually, a lot of
William’s songs
would have the
“explicit lyrics”
label even today.
He was fond of…

…Boasting about his
exploits…In one song
he pretended to be mute,
so two ladies would
think he couldn’t reveal
their secrets. Then…

Made Snoop
DogG look like
a choirboy.

Enough!!! OK, so our generation
didn’t Invent dirty lyrics. Is that
the point of this trip?

…And music Is one of
the battlegrounds.
The early Church didn’t
agree with the Ideas of
courtly love. yET The
troubadour thought
LOVE for his lady made
him nobler. It wasn’t
just temptation to sin…

I’d say that
we’re looking
at a culture
war…
Hmm…

34

Haunting…

se

That’s Molinet’s
Oroison a Nostre
Dame - The Prayer to
Our Lady. This must be
the first performance.

s

Soothe me, sweet
z
e pleasant
brunette, q
ehe just below THE… h
s
STOP! We’ll end
this translation
right there, thank
you. Or this Particular
brunette will be
neither sweet nor
pleasant for
the rest of
the trip.

35

s

q

Well,
that line
Is striking the popular
song It Is
taken from
goes like
this…

z

The funny thing Is, the first and
last lines of each verse are
actually taken from popular
songs…secular songs.
Strange to
describe the
Virgin Mary
as a “sweet,
pleasing
brunette.”

s
q ee qehes
eh s

s

s

e

zz
ee hqs qe

e
e

ThESE
guyS take
THEIR dates
to church!

It Is
beautiful!

Shhh!!
Sorry…

Sorry…

The point Is, that our Ideas about
both love and RELIGIOUS ADORATION
were profoundly shaped by this
moment In history…

A complete
unknown…

…And the
two-way
borrowing
In music was
part of the
conversation.

36

What do you
mean, part of the
conversation?

Hm…this
swivels!

Oops!

The troubadours
romanticized their
lady loves. Some
of that romance
seeped Into the
Idealization of
the Virgin Mary.

The sensuality
was removed.
But that left
transcendent
love, passing all
understanding.

Rats In the
donjon, plague
fleas downtown…

Interesting…
So the religious composers could
borrow tunes and lyrics from
those bawdy songs and not feel
they were committing heresy.

37

I was just
getting used to
the last one…
postmodernism
Is fun to read,
but It’s really
disorienting
to travel by.
Another
new ride!

I think I get the point. But Is all
this borrowing happening as part
of an oral tradition? Handwritten
manuscripts? What?
Funny you
should ask…

Is that
Gutenberg?!

That’s him. It's 1467.
Poor guy Is going to
die next year, but that
thing In front of him has
already begun to change
the world forever.

38

Musical printing was first
used In the 1470s, and really
caught on during the 1500s.
Let’s take a little hop
to Venice In 1498…

…Where
printer
Ottaviano
Petrucci Is
about to get
a “patent.”

Hope this jalopy
has pontoons.
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This Isn’t
Venice!!

This really Is
postmodernism!
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No. It’s
one of
Petrucci’s
scores.
Il n’y a pas
de hors-texte.

Wait. This music we’re In Is patented?

Not the music. Printing musical scores
was hard In the 15th & 16th centuries.
Petrucci had an Intricate but accurate way to
do It. He asked for a 20 year monopoly over
all musical printing In Venice as a reward.

Ottaviano dei Petrucci of
Fossombrone…a very ingenious
man, has, at great expense and
with most watchful care, invented
what many, not only in Italy
but also outside of Italy, have
attempted in vain, which is to
print, most conveniently, figured
music: and in consequence
even more easily plainchant:
a thing very important to the
Christian religion…
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[Petrucci pleads
that the Signory]

Accord him, as first
inventor, a special grace,
that, for twenty years no
other be empowered to print
figured music in the land
subject to your signory…
nor to import said things,
printed outside in
any other place
whatsoever.
Wait - he was
the only person
who could
legally print
music In Venice?

A musical
monopolist!
The Microsoft
of madrigals.
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Petrucci was a savvy Innovator - but what he
and the other printers did changed the face
of musical style.
Wait. How does printing
change musical style?

Until this, most music was played
from memory. That works If you
are playing a simple single tune but how to coordinate lots of
different musicians playing
different parts?

So cheap printed music
makes polyphonic music
spread and encourages
experimentation - the
technology allows a
new kind of complexity!

but
were the
composers
getting
their cut
of the
action?

composers?
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Well, most of
them didn’t have
printing rights.
Those belonged
to the publisher.
Thanks!

People were starting to think of composers
as artists, not artisans, but their payment
came from wages or patronage. They just
didn’t have our concept of copyright.
So composers
didn’t get
legal control
of the works
they created?

So…who Is
that guy?

That’s the
exception.
Orlando
Di Lasso.
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Only a few.
generally because
they were court
favorites or
because they
“worked hard”
and lobbied. Not
because they
were authors
of something
“original.”

I’m sure he’s In a lot of
people’s collections.

The Drunken
Justice Silence!
I love songs by
Inebriated judges!

Well, not quite, but If you’ve
ever seen Shakespeare’s
Henry IV, Part II, you’ve heard
a Di Lasso song.

z

So I
can add
Di Lasso
to my
list?

s

qq

ee

No, the words are
Shakespeare’s.
To be fair, the
character
singing them
Is an Idiot.
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s

Now that’s
a specialized
playlist…

e

Oh for a song
where women are
neither shrews
nor sexpots.

I am detecting
a theme In this
history.

Though Di Lasso did turn a song called You 15 Year
Old Girls Into a mass called Entre Vous Filles. The
original was pretty racy…
“You girls, fifteen years old,
Don’t come to get water at the
fountain, because you have
darling eyes, pert breasts,
laughing mouths…”

Taking bawdy
profane songs and
making them holy.
Nice that
he found the
original so
"Inspiring."

Well, Di Lasso’s motives were
mixed. He had found Inaccurate
versions of his works and
wanted the right to
control quality - to
protect the work “In
which he haS INVESTED
his life’s blood.”

So now composers were
beginning to claim the
economic benefits of
copyright?

And
that Idea
of “the
authorized
version”
resonated
with
monarchs
who wanted
to avoid
competing
versions
of the
mass
or the
Scripture.

Right. So
Di Lasso got
the exclusive
right to say
who printed
his work, or
If his work got
printed at all.
But he was the
exception. Hardly
any composers
had anything
comparable.
Di Lasso got
his privileges
In the 1570s.
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Took you lawyers long enough to decide to
protect creators!
And It wasn’t until 1710 that the
first copyright statute was passed the “Statute of Anne” gave authors
a legal right over their creations.

Actually,
It was a
little more
complex…

All kinds of things went Into the mix.
Resentment against the control the
publishing guilds had over what
was printed…
…Changing Ideas
of aesthetics…

The lapse of the Press Licensing Act…
Yes, the publishers wanted new
rights, perpetual ones…
Even a continuing
suspicion of state
granted monopolies…

…That went all the way back to the
Statute of Monopolies of 1624.
But I am sure
you are aware
of all that.
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Now we are talking
about something
I know a lot about.

Of course, the rights looked very different than
they do today.
The copyright term was
14 years, with a maximum
of 28 years. Imagine If
we had that today. Much of
the culture of the 20th
century would already
be free for us to use.

And at first, It wasn’t clear
that composers got any
rights under the statute…

Which Bach Is that?
I get confused.
Until J.C. Bach sued
a publisher In 1777…
That one
I can
answer…

Johann Christian Bach
was the 18th child of
Johann Sebastian Bach.
They called him the
“English Bach.”

Bach In the
UK, UR!
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It held they were.

Sorry…anyway, he sued a publishing
firm called Longman and the court had
to decide whether musical compositions
were “writings” covered by the statute.

“Music Is a science;
It may be written; and
the mode of conveying
the Ideas, Is by signs and
marks. A person may use
the copy by playing It, but
he has no right to rob
the author of the profit,
by multiplying copies and
disposing of them FOR
his own use…. There Is
no colour for saying
that music Is not within
the Act.”

So what did these copyrights cover?

…Didn’t do him much good.
He died penniless a few
years later. His creditors
tried to sell his body to
medical schools to cover
his debts.

Basically just
reprinting. You could
perform the music
without permission,
you could borrow
fragments from
the music, you just
couldn’t reprint
the entire work.

Wow. I
thought
the RIAA
was hard
core.
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Borrow? These are Classical composers, not
samplers like P Duddy or that Girlspeak fellow.

That’d be pUFF dADDY
and Girl Talk.

I don’t think they’d
be going around
borrowing from
each other’s music!!

Are you kidding?!!! Classical musicians
borrowed from each other all the time!
Keeping track of the borrowing can drive
you crazy. It’s like an Insane game of
musical chutes and ladders.
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Actually, that’s a game
I’d like to play!
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GEORG FRIEDRICH HANDEL (1685–1759)

Borrowed from
Astorga,
Bononcini,
Carissimi,
Cavalli…

And He shall
reign for ever
and ever…

I love that
passage,
Handel’s
Messiah!

…Kerll,
Kuhnau,
Legrenzi…
…Stradella,
Telemann,
Urio

LUDWIG van
BEETHOVEN
(1770–1827)

z

Yes, which Beethoven quoted
In Missa Solemnis.

z

Handel
only managed
to compose
Messiah so
fast because
he borrowed
from his
You want
the truth? own prior
secular
You can’t
work.
Handel
the truth!

Stravinsky’s
opera Oedipus
Rex parodied
Handel.
Parodeia
Is Greek for
“A song sung
alongside
another.”

!
Whee!

z
…And
a very
similar
phrase
reappears
In Mahler’s
First
Symphony…

The owners of Happy Birthday
agreed! They complained that
Stravinsky used It In a fanfare.
Then It turned out that they
didn't EVEN own Happy Birthday!

A good composer
does not Imitate;
he steals.

Stravinsky’s The
Rite of Spring
was used by Berio.

z

IGOR STR AVINSKY
(1882–1971)
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Good thing
It wasn’t the
Copyright
of Spring!

z
Brahms’s first
symphony was
so similar to
Beethoven’s
music…

!

Yes Indeed,
and what Is
remarkable Is
that every jackass
hears as much!

Ouch!

…That one
conductor
called It
“Beethoven’s
Tenth.”

JOHANNES
BR AHMS
(1833–1897)

Thrifty!

Berio…
Is…
too…
strong!
Must…
hang…
on!

z

!

And then the
postmodern
composer Berio
borrowed directly
from the scherzo
movement of
Mahler’s Second…

And then Mahler’s
Third Symphony
quoted from
Brahms’s First…
…Which had
borrowed from
Beethoven!

…And from
everyone
else too!
That was
his point!

!
GUSTAV MAHLER
(1860–1911)

LUCIANO BERIO
(1925–2003)
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Wow. I haven’t
had as much
fun as that
since SPACE
MOUNTAIN…

She went to Disney
World!? I had her
down as the violin/
math camp
type.

“Borrowing Is permissible; but one
must return the object borrowed with
‘Interest,’” meaning you have to Improve
on the original…

Yeah, someone’s
subconscious was
working overtime.
That’s
from 1739 Mattheson’s
The Perfect
Chapel Master.

But what that
doesn’t show you
Is how normal
borrowing was how It was just
part of what
composers did.
Look at this book
over here…
So slavish Imitation wasn’t good,
but other kinds were OK?

Absolutely. The 18th century composers
reworked material all the time, their
own and others…but what was
acceptable changed over time.

“By the early 19th century Handel stood
accused of plagiarism for practices that
seem today like particularly excellent
examples of what had been a long and
distinguished tradition of creatively
reshaping borrowed material.”
Did they
distinguish
between
different
kinds of
borrowing?

they
Did…
Hmm…

Pull
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You said you liked the
chutes and ladders. Did
you play many video games
when you were a kid?
Sure…
why…?

Pull
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Well, I thought this might give
you a sense of some of the most
common types of borrowing…

SUPER BERIO BROS.

WORLD

00000000

TIME

1-1

1740-2017

Bach did this repeatedly to Vivaldi’s work.

Remember the composers
who used popular songs as
the basis of masses?
Like Josquin Des Prez?
Often that borrowed
tune was used as the
cantus firmus.

Arranging a composition for
another style or medium.

A pre-existing tune that
is used as the basis for
a new polyphonic work.
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PARODY
Mozart parodied
his contemporaries,
but then his own
Magic Flute WAS
parodied.
What’s ‘source for
the Amadeuce Is
source for the
slander.’ Zoloft

QUOTATION

MODELING

Tchaikovsky’s 1812
Overture conjures up
the Russian and French
armies by quoting their
national anthems…
…And then that
cool cannon
goes off!

SUPER BERIO BROS.

WORLD

00001000

1-1

John
Williams’
Empire theme
for Star Wars
was modeled
on Holst’s
The Planets.

Princess Leia!

TIME

1740-2017

Evoking another musical
work in a humorous or
satirical way.

Taking a prior work
as the structure or
pattern for a new one.

Using a brief quote of another
tune in order to conjure up
the original, humorously,
as homage, or to evoke
an emotion.
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Look “Super Berio Bros” Is
all very cute and so was “Six
Degrees of Inspiration.”

I get It.

Baroque and classical composers
borrowed a lot, for lots of different
reasons. Their borrowing was part
of the musical tradition, not a cause
for a lawsuit.

Yes, the vital
difference
between observed
behavior and
experienced
meaning!
Great. But that’s not enough. It tells me
what they did. Not what they felt…

Hmmm…
cute and
smart?

If I want to know how music today Is different from
music made 200 or 2000 years ago, It Isn’t enough
to know what was In their compositions…

…I need to know what was
In their heads.
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Ahem…

Ahem…

Ahem…

That Is the question. But
to answer It we need
periscopic vision.
Telescopic?
Peripatetic?

…But at the same time, we need to look
above the surface, see what composers
and musicians were saying and thinking
about their art and who owned It.

No…Periscopic. We need to
get below the surface of
music, see how musicians
were paid, what their music
was made for, how It was
distributed and experienced.

That’s
de-e-e-p….
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_
_ _ _

&
AT TITUDES NOR MS

RENAISSANCE
1400–1500

TIMELINE

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

By 1500
printing presses
could render complex
musical scores.

1500–1600

ISLE OF MAD COMPOSERS

SOME PRINTERS WERE GIVEN
EXCLUSIVE RIGHTS TO
PRINT PARTICULAR BOOKS
THROUGH PRINTING
PRIVILEGES.

Our buddy
Petrucci!

_ _
_

&
C
PAYMENT TE HNOLOGIES

Patent
Method
for

of

Printing
Music
_ _

L AW
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RENAISSANCE

&
AT T IT U DES NOR M S
BAROQUE

1500–1600

TIMELINE

*@}>[?&

!{¿*%+

Composers did
complain about
poorly printed
versions of
their work.
ISLE OF MAD
COMPOSERS

But didn’t
complain when others
reworked It. Credit,
not ownership!

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Most composers depended on patronage. Music
was created for a particular person and often
a particular event.

&
C
PAYMENT TE HNOLOGIES

_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _

DI LASSO WAS ONE OF THE
FIRST COMPOSERS TO GET
A PRINTING PRIVILEGE.

1600–1750

1575:

Composer`s

Printing

Privilege
L AW
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&
AT TITUDES NOR MS

_

1600–1700

BAROQUE
TIMELINE

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

–J. Peter Burkholder

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

“The type of
borrowing practiced
in the Baroque era
that has seemed
most foreign to later
centuries was the
re-use or reworking
of entire pieces….”

1700–1750

Reversioned
Vivaldi!
Re-hashed
Handel!

Burkholder
literally
wrote the
book on
musical
borrowing.

So under patronage, If music
was composed for particular
events or people, you would
probably have to revise It.

&
C
PAYMENT TE HNOLOGIES

MONOPOLIES LIMITS
GRANTING OF
MONOPOLIES AND
CHARTERS “EXCEPT”
LETTERS PATENTS
FOR INVENTORS.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

1624: STATUTE OF

1710: STATUTE OF ANNE WAS THE

FIRST TRUE COPYRIGHT STATUTE…IT
COVERED THE RIGHT TO REPRINT THE
ENTIRE WORK – NEITHER BORROWING
NOR PERFORMING WERE AFFECTED.

L AW
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ISLE OF
PUBLISHING
COMPOSERS

_

Come on now…
Where’s the party
at??!?

AT TITUDES NOR MS
&

_ _

BAROQUE
TIMELINE

1710

1750

“bricolage
Bach?”

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Bach would ARRANGE other people’s works for
different Instruments appropriate for a new setting.
So the composer was
almost like the DJ providing the right
music for the right
occasion - customizing
as he went along - his
own stuff and others’.

Well…I see what
you mean, but, no
disrespect to DJ Kool
Herc, this was Bach!

As the market for printed music expanded,
composers started to claim a share of
the money from publishing their works.
Handel did that,
right? He even
“freelanced” as
a composer.

“Messiah
for hy-ah!
Water Music
on tap!”

_

&
C
PAYMENT TE HNOLOGIES

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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&
AT TITUDES NOR MS

CLASSICAL
TIMELINE

1820

My principal
source of
Inspiration
Is me!!

The Invention of
lithography In 1796
meant printing music,
with attractive pictures,
was suddenly cheaper
and easier.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Composers distinguished
themselves through novelty,
not brilliantly reworking
traditional materials.

And that Idea
of the original
author ends
up being the
organizing
principle of
copyright!
It all
connects.

_ _ _ _ _

By the middle
of the 18th century,
the Ideas began to
change In literature
and then In music. Art
came to be defined In
terms of original
genius -

1750

_ _ _ _ _ _ _

So how did
that change
In classical
music?

So Is this when
composers shift
to selling their
music to the public,
not to some patron?

At one point, he and Hans
Christian Anderson were both
being supported by the Duke
of Weimar. Now that’s what
I call talent spotting.

&
C
PAYMENT TE HNOLOGIES

1793: FIRST FRENCH
1777:

BACH V. LONGMAN (UK)
MUSIC IS COVERED
BY COPYRIGHT.
DOESN’T AFFECT
BORROWING OR
PERFORMING JUST REPRINTING.

COPYRIGHT LAW
COVERING ALL THE
“BEAUX ARTS”
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_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Partly. But patronage
doesn’t disappear. Even
though he freelanced, Liszt
was still relying on a duke’s
patronage In the 1880s.

_ _ _ _ _

&
AT TITUDES NOR MS

ROMANTIC
1780

TIMELINE

CLASSICAL
CLASSICAL

ROMANTIC
ROMANTIC
_ _ _ _ _ROMANTIC
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
_ _ _ _ _ _ _

CLASSICAL

Modest…
There are
and there
will be
thousands
of princes.
There Is
only one
Beethoven.

1910

It ain’t braggin’
If you can back
It up. Beethoven
was seen as the
personification
of the new style
of composer. He’s
a transitional
figure.

The technology wasn’t just changing publishing.
In the late 18th century pianos were laboriously
made by hand. By 1850 the Industrial Revolution
meant that pianos could
be mass produced In
steam-driven factories.
That Is
so
steam
punk!

&
C
PAYMENT TE HNOLOGIES

1833:

DRAMATIC LITERARY
PROPERTY ACT (UK) PROTECTS
PERFORMANCES OF DRAMATIC
WORKS – SUCH AS OPERAS.

_ _ _ _

L AW
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So this Is where
we start seeing
complaints that
Imitation Is
plagiarism, not
just sincere
flattery?
Exactly. But borrowing
didn’t stop, It just
1810
changed shape. You
could copy folk
songs to set
a scene…

&
AT TITUDES NOR MS

ROMANTIC
TIMELINE

1910

…Or you could
tip the hat to an
earlier composer,
or even make fun…

Chopin,
Tchaikovsky,
Dvorak…

…And a big
shoutout
goes out
to my man,
Mozart.

I’d like twenty
assorted Slavic
folk songs and
a bushel of
naive melodies,
please.

All those pianos In
middle class drawing
rooms needed music…
And the Romantic
composers were
ready to provide It.

Originality wasn’t
just an aesthetic,
It was a way to
distinguish yourself
from your competitors…

&
C
PAYMENT TE HNOLOGIES

1851: SACEM COLLECTING

SOCIETY ESTABLISHED
IN FRANCE TO COLLECT
COMPOSERS’ AND PUBLISHERS’
PERFORMANCE ROYALTIES
FROM PUBLIC VENUES.

1886:

L AW
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BERNE CONVENTION – THE
FIRST MAJOR INTERNATIONAL
COPYRIGHT AGREEMENT.

You know, this Is fascinating, I must admit.
Changing
notions of
composition,
of genius, new
technologies,
new ways of
getting paid,
the beginnings
of our Ideas of
originality, the
development
of copyright…

You were right. At first I thought that
looking at these things would distract
from the beauty of music.

It doesn’t. Any more than
understanding anatomy
distracts from the beauty
of the statue…

And we do need to
understand It all together.
Musical norms, technology,
law, aesthetics…Each
Influences the others. We
can’t understand creativity
or borrowing without
seeing them all…
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Audiences matter…
Technologies matter…
Law Is starting to matter…

Patronage produced one kind of music…

Aimed at the ears, and pride, of aristocratic
listeners.

Technology allowed music to reach
remote ears…

Printers were the first technological
Intermediaries…

Some received legal rights to print
music…or the rights to particular
songs…

With the development of copyright, the
right shifts to the author…

Composers don’t use the system much
at first…
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Even so, music Is now driven by a much
larger market…

Music for drawing rooms and music halls
as well as palaces and churches…

And there’s an aesthetic change, a new
focus on originality…

Gradually composers make more use
of copyright…

There are still power Imbalances…But
copyright Is a wonderful tool!

Creators can dream of giving up waiting
tables…concentrate on their art…

And reach an audience of thousands,
maybe millions…
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So I get the point. This really does help
explain how attitudes towards control
and ownership changed In Western music.
But one thing ticks me off! Even If we are
only looking at the Western tradition,
what about the U.S.!!???

Well…

Sure most of musical
history happened before
1776, but now we are In
the Romantic period!

The U.S. was coming Into
Its own technologically
as well as musically!
Actually…

Aah! What did we hit now? More precious
Eurocentric metaphors?? The Island of
pretentious aesthetes? The underwater
volcano of Romanticism?!!??
Maryland.
What?

It’s Maryland…We’ve crossed
the pond and landed In
Francis Scott Key’s home state.

Where we will
learn that musical
borrowing Is
as American as
apple pie…
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…And that’s
Francis Scott Key
watching Fort
McHenry being
bombarded by
the British…

It’s
1814…

He wrote a poem about It
called The Defence of
Fort McHenry…

?

But It didn’t
achieve true fame
until he set It to
the tune of…

The Anacreontic Song a British drinking song from
1778 - and It became…

The Star-Spangled
Banner…

…So In 1904
when Puccini
wrote Madame
Butterfly,
he made It
the theme of
Pinkerton, the
American naval
officer…

Which became the
musical emblem
of the nation.

…But even a Pinkerton Detective couldn’t have Imagined what the song
would sound like, 71 years later, played by a young man named…
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Jimi
Hendrix!!

Wait, we borrowed our
national anthem from the
country we revolted
against? That’s cheeky.
At least we still have
My Country, ’Tis of Thee.

Actually, that’s the British
national anthem - words by
Samuel Francis Smith set to the
tune from God Save the Queen.

s Sweet e
of
sLand
e
Liberty…
qqh

…To
q Steal
q Your q
h
Tunes.

The Battle
Hymn of the
Republic?

The
Marine
Hymn?

The music Is
borrowed from
William Steffe’s
Canaan’s Happy
Shore, the song
that became John
Brown’s Body.

The borrowing
didn’t stop there.
The Battle Hymn
of the Republic’s
lyrics were
written by the
abolitionist
Julia Ward
Howe…

Nope. First set to an old Spanish
folk song, then to a melody from
the opera Genevieve de Brabant
by Jacques Offenbach.

…But a
British
folk song
collector
named Cecil
Sharp put his
name on the
copyright.

Mine eyes have
seen the glory
of the stealing
of my words…

Remix Isn’t our future…
It’s our past.
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Isn’t one difference
between music In the
old world and the new
that the Constitution
requires the protection
of creators’ rights?
Speaking as a composer,
I like that!

Well, not
exactly…
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This
Is not the
excellent
adventure
I had In
mind…

?

?

Don’t mind us…

…Good job
crossing the
Delaware,
by the way.

Listen
to Martha
more…!

Just adding some
underrepresented
opinions…
That was not the
way I had planned
to arrive!
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Don’t
compromise
those
principles
In the
Declaration of
Independence.
It says “all
men…”

Some of the framers
of the Constitution had
corresponded about
different ways to
encourage Innovation
and the spread of
learning…

So If The Anacreontic Song had
been copyrighted back then It
would have been In the public
domain by the time Francis
Scott Key used It for the
National Anthem!

Land grants…
Prizes…
They settled on copyrights
and patents. Congress
Is given the power to
“Promote the Progress of
Science and Useful Arts” by
giving exclusive rights for
limited times to authors
and Inventors.
How long Is
the “limited
time”?

In the first Copyright
Act It was 14 years…
renewable for
another 14…

How long
does copyright
last now?

But that act didn’t mention music. Congress
was more concerned about maps and
books. It wasn’t until 1831 that music was
explicitly Included. The copyright lasted
28 years, renewable for another 14.

Now It Is
!!!
The life of
the author…
…Plus
70 years.

So a song
written by
a 25 year
old today
will be
entering
the public
domain…
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…For the
Francis Scott
Keys of the
modern world
to remix…

In
about
120
years.

Foster was trying to make
a living as a professional
songwriter - not depending
on patronage or
performance.

If you want a symbol of why early
American composers wanted
copyright protection, look at
Stephen Foster.
I guess It’s asking a little
much that I would know any
of his tunes?
Oh, you do…
Oh! Susanna, Camptown
Races, Way down Upon the
Swanee River, Jeanie with
the Light Brown Hair, My
Old Kentucky Home...

One man
wrote all
those!
Yes, and a
lot more.

His songs were Incredibly
popular but not much of that
money came to him. He died at
age 37 and legend has It he
had only 37 cents to his name.

Even though music was formally
protected by copyright by the time
he was writing, the business model
we know now didn’t exist.

STEPHEN FOSTER
(1826–1864)

Musically, though, Foster embodies
a different story. It’s a very American
story. A story of remix…

…Sometimes forcible remix.
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The people who came to the U.S.
all brought their own music…for
some of them the journey was a great
adventure Into freedom…and their
music carried memories of their home.

For others…

…The journey
wasn’t…

…A voluntary one!

Slaves didn’t just bring
their musical traditions, they
brought memories of how
to make their Instruments…
stringed Instruments that
used a gourd as a sound box…
the Akonting spike lutes from
Senegal…combined…they became
a classically American
Instrument, the banjo.

Wasn’t banjo music a key
to Foster’s success?

Yes. There’s evidence that Foster had some classical
musical training from a German Immigrant called Henry
Kleber, but we know he was fascinated by minstrelsy…
the songs that were called “Ethiopian” at the time.
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Are you talking about
those awful, demeaning
minstrel shows?

Yes. The minstrel songs were sung
by white performers who dressed up
In “blackface” and the lyrics were
full of racist stereotypes…

…It’s easier to live with a system like
slavery If you can caricature the people you
are enslaving…Slavery appropriated people.
Minstrelsy appropriated stereotypes.*

*Minstrelsy persisted. The last Black and White
Minstrel Show on BBC was In 1978! -Eds.
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Foster's songs have those
same caricatures. but he
was complicated.

He used the minstrel tradition,
but he also tried to get his
audience to empathize with the
people he wrote about…

A song like Nelly
Was a Lady sounds
condescending
to us…

…But, In 1849, describing an African-American woman as a “Lady” mourned by her
widower husband was probably shocking In a world where “Nelly” could also
be bought and sold.

Nelly w
as a lad
y,
Last nig
ht
she died
…

And people responded.
Foster’s
songs were
wildly
popular.

They still are!
So why wasn’t
he a commercial
success?
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He got cheated! About 20
publishers printed Oh! Susanna
and only one of them paid him a measly $100.

That was part of It. But you also
have to remember this was a different
world. At first copyright only
covered the right to print. No one
thought there was a right to keep
people from performing the song.

No people monitoring
the music halls and
demanding payment for
each performance?

Exactly! And frankly,
the publishers had
the power.

Mmm…

2314
Our digital detectors reveal
over 150 performances of
Camptown Races
this month
Grumble…
alone!

Foster did make a living from his
music - he averaged about $1300
a year - about $38,000 today. He
just didn’t earn what he could
now. And some of that had to
do with the relative power of
the artists as opposed to the
Intermediaries - the printers.

Recording contracts…

And that hasn’t changed! I could
show you recording contracts…!

Recording contracts…

Recording contracts!!!

Please!
Young kids
might read
this comic.

Label shall be the exclusive,
perpetual owner of all copyrights
throughout the universe ... "Work
for hire" ... "Controlled
composition" ... No royalties shall
be payable to you for the
following ... Label may recoup
"advances" from your royalties ...
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So when they call Foster
“the Father of American
Popular Music” It’s true
In more than one way.

I can see a hint
of conflict between the way
composers are beginning
to get paid and the way
music gets made.

He’s an early example of
a professional popular
songwriter - not a performer
- whose royalties come from
a large market reached through
mechanical distribution, a
market built around
copyrighted music.

…The market Is built
around property rights over
music. But In the process
of musical creation,
composers had treated
their musical heritage as
a commons - borrowing
and remixing to make
new styles and songs.
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And to attract that market
Foster took fragments of
the musical traditions that
America had mingled together
- plantation chants, banjo
music and minstrelsy, but
also Celtic and German
folk tunes, even snippets
of opera.

What’s
going to happen
when the two…

Collide?

Is this when we get the first law
suit claiming one tune was copied
from another?

Yes. Reed v. Carusi In 1845.

In Reed v. Carusi, Samuel Carusi was
ordered to pay $200 for producing
a musical version of a poem called
The Old Arm Chair. The jury thought
Carusi’s version was too similar to
Henry Russell’s version of the song.
Carusi claimed that Russell’s song
Itself was built on two earlier
songs, The Blue Bells of Scotland
and The Soldier’s Tear, while his
own was built on a song called
New England. The court disagreed!

Borrowing for me but not for thee!

We’ve come quite some way from the Greeks, when the cutting edge
technology was “notation” and the reason to resist remix was because
Plato thought It would undermine philosophy and the state!
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And the pace
of change
was only…

…Increasing…

If I get nothing out
of this trip but this
hat, It will have
been worth It!

As the 19th century came to a
close, the sound of the moment
was ragtime.

The mass production of pianos was only
the beginning. By the 1890s the market
for printed music was growing fast.
Sheet music sales boomed.
What kind of
music were people
listening to?
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So the stress
Is between
the beats, not
on them?

Composers such as Scott
Joplin took the musical
form of the march and
syncopated It, making
the time “ragged.”

SCOTT JOPLIN
(1868–1917)

One…

and…

Two…

Exactly! Ragtime Is another classically
American style - African polyrhythms
added to a European-Inspired musical
form, the “march,” that Itself had
been developed by an American
composer - John Philip Sousa.

USA! Remix Nation! Was It popular?
Absolutely. The syncopation, the beat,
well…It just made you want to dance.
And the music publishers
wanted to sell you the music
to dance to. The heart of that
music publishing business was
a small area In New York West 28th between 5th
Avenue and Broadway.

??

Or, as It Is more
popularly known…

Tin Pan
Alley!
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Didn’t the music publishers hire
musicians who went around to
promote their music to stores
and to the public?

Yes, they were called “song pluggers.”
Some people say the tinny pianos they used
gave Tin Pan Alley Its name.
The amazing thing Is that this
Is a music Industry built on
performance by Its customers.
You need a player - a human
Intermediary between the
notation and the listener’s ear.

That was
changing,
right?

Oh, yes. Inventors were hard
at work on turning the “score”
directly Into music…

z z z ss
sOh go way man

s

I can hypnotize
dis nation, I can
shake de Earth’s
foundation wid
de Maple
Leaf Rag.

s

z
z

s

…Edwin Votey’s “pianola” was
one of the breakthroughs.
A paper roll directed
pneumatically powered
pianos how to play every
note. That’s a 1900 patent
on one of the key designs.

s

So “notation” becomes
“programming” Instructing the
Instrument without
a human In between.
That’s brilliant.
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At first the costs were high.
And there were “format
wars,” right? Different
numbers of keys and
sizes of piano rolls?

I thought that was only a
problem of our generation.
I bought HD DVD Instead
of Blu-Ray!
But they
standardized
and prices
kept dropping.

By the 1920s most pianos manufactured In the U.S.
had a “player piano” Inside…mimicking exactly the
style of the pianist who had “recorded” the track.
But there was a competitive technology…

When did
Edison
Invent the
phonograph?

Edison’s phonograph was Invented In
1877. Emile Berliner’s gramophone,
which looked more like a record player,
came along ten years later.
Within two years, the first phonograph
parlor opened. You yelled your selection
Into a speaking tube and then listened
through a horn to the music playing
from a gramophone downstairs.
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In 1901 Berliner joined forces
with E.R. Johnson, who had solved
the problem of the gramophone’s
motor, doing business as the
Victor Talking Machine Company.
You may recognize the trademark…

Gadzooks! This device will
unsettle the political
economy of music making…!
Also, I think the technician
dropped some bacon
down that horn…

Not exactly.
The recording Industry
expanded fast.
Caruso made his first
recording In 1902…

That early! The
composers and
publishers must
have welcomed
this new market
for their work.
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Remember copyright law Is
a statutory monopoly - you
only have the rights the statute
gives you. And the statute said
nothing about piano rolls
or recordings.

What do
you mean?

Copyright Isn’t a
right to control every
aspect of the work…
just selected ones
such as reproduction
or public performance.

If you are In a
bookstore and you read
a book just standing
there, that doesn’t violate
copyright. If you sing In
the shower, that doesn’t
violate copyright.

Good taste but
not copyright?

Back then the rights were much “thinner.” They
just covered printing and public performance.
The piano roll makers and record makers weren’t
doing either. The recording Industry Is so
concerned about the effects
of technological “piracy” on
artists today. I’m sure they
felt the same way back then!

Surely they
wanted composers
to get paid for
uses of their
works In new
technologies?

?
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You are a
cynical man. Let’s
have them speak for
themselves. Here are
the representatives
of the recording
and piano roll
Industries testifying
In Congress
In 1906!

“All talk about
'dishonesty' and 'theft'
In this connection,
from however high
a source, Is the
merest claptrap,
for there exists
no property In
Ideas, musical,
literary or artistic,
except as defined
by statute.”

“It Is therefore perfectly
demonstrable that the
Introduction of automatic music
players has not deprived any
composer of anything he had
before their Introduction.”
“We have a right under the law
of the land as It stands today to
reproduce…music: past, present
or future. This bill says to us
that we cannot reproduce that If
some fellow tells us we cannot.”

ALBERT WALKER

AUTO-MUSIC
PERFOR ATING COMPANY
OF NEW YORK

GEORGE POUND

DE KLEIST MUSICAL INSTRUMENT
MANUFACTURING COMPANY &
RUDOLPH WURLITZER COMPANY
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“The composers and
the public alike were
dependent a few years
ago for the rendition
of these compositions…
entirely upon the human voice or
upon Instruments manipulated
by human fingers. Hence there
was a very narrow limit to the
audible rendition of musical
compositions, and the average
quality thereof was very low,
being determined by the skill
of the human performer…In
a few years the genius of the
Inventor has brought about
a marvelous change…the
composers and publishers
have not contributed In the
slightest degree to this
change…yet the publisher does
not scruple to demand radical
change of legislation In order
to give him the entire monopoly
of the benefits…and has the
effrontery to apply vituperative
epithets to those who venture
to oppose his scheme of greed.”

So the recording
Industry back
then wanted new
technologies to have
the freedom to copy?
Irony! And they were
Indignant about
the suggestion they
should have to pay
composers for
recording
their songs?

“These perforated roll
companies and these phonograph
companies take my property and
put It on their records…when
they make money out of my pieces,
I want a share of It…they have
to buy the wood that they make
the box out of, and the material
for the disk, and that disk as It
stands, without the composition
of an American composer on It,
Is not worth a penny. Put the
composition of an American
composer on It and It Is worth
$1.50. What makes the difference?
The stuff that we write.”

Hmmph. I think the recording Industry guys had
a point. They were worried that the publishers
had formed a cartel to monopolize music.
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Absolutely. They thought that
their technology had created
a new market and claimed It
would be better for the public
If recordings were freely
made. John Philip Sousa
didn’t agree.

Yeah! That’s what I’m
talking about! Someone
needs to stand up for the
composer. Man, that guy
talked just like he composed.
Makes you want to get
up and march!

Maybe you disagree with Sousa
because no one would ever want
to copy anything you wrote?

Anyway, Sousa won the day,
right? The 1909 Copyright
Act did create a new
composer’s right over
piano rolls and other
sound recordings.
Yes, but the recording Industries
got something too. Once a composer
allowed recording of a song,
anyone could record It provided
they paid a standard fee. It’s called
a “compulsory license.” We’ve still
got It today. It’s the license
that allows people to make
cover versions for a flat fee.

A peace treaty for the music wars!!
It deserves Its own song!
”You say hypocritical,
I say piratical…
You say pro-technical,
I say heretical…
‘pocritical, piratical,
Pro-technical, heretical…
License the whole thing off!”
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Funny you should pick
that tune…look.

Someone shot a couch and
skinned It! Must…not…laugh…
and darn, I lost that hat.

That’s the same
store. Wait, what’s
changed…?!!

Look!

Remick’s brings
you the best
songs of 1914!

s ss h w

Between 1890 and 1909 music sales had tripled.
Tin Pan Alley’s business was booming, even
without the money for piano rolls and records.
COMPOSERS AND
PUBLISHERS did have
the right to get
payment for public
performance, right?

”Your lips
were sweeter
than julep
when you
wore that
tulip…”

q

e
e

Yes, they got that In 1897, but It was
sparingly used at first. Performance was
seen as free publicity. In 1909 the law
added a 2 cent statutory royalty for every
piano roll or record. And copyright had
been extended again. Now It lasted 28
years, renewable for another 28.

Which means that, In 1914, the
young man playing that piano
might expect any new song he
played to be copyrighted until
1942. 1970 If they renewed.
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The name’s Gershwin, George Gershwin. He’s
not a songwriter yet, just the youngest
song plugger In the business. At 15 he’s
selling other people’s songs, even songs
like that. But he’s about to become one
of the great composers of the century.

A copyright from 1914 that
lasts past 1969! Feels like
a long way from Woodstock.
Who’s the young guy?

q
z
s
h

Come Josephine
In my flying
machine, going
up she goes!
Up she goes!

qs qssdfg

1913
1917

1930

1945

1950

1961

1969

1968

♮h

Plugging
songs at 15
Is pretty
precocious!

And he was writing them by
17. He had his first big hit
- Swanee - In 1919, just
around his 21st birthday.
Al Jolson would make It
famous - and vice versa.
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Swanee!
How I love
you, how I
love you,
my dear old
Swanee!!

hq q. e
qe

Gershwin had
lots of hits
after that ever hear of
Lady Be Good
or Fascinating
Rhythm?

But his first
major piece
was Rhapsody
In Blue In
1924.

It drew on
everything jazz, foxtrot,
“blue” notes,
modernist
music, the
syncopation
of ragtime many have
called It “a
melting pot.”

…And I wrote It
In three weeks!

I love that piece. Even
though I had to play It
a million times at piano
recitals as a kid.

???

Yeah - the child piano prodigy,
with big hair, braces and two
very proud parents. It’s a
period of my life I’d rather
forget.

That’s my
daughter!
Shh!!
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Shh!!

Shh!!

It’s funny that you should mention
Rhapsody In Blue and 1924. Songs
published before 1923 - Including
Swanee - are all In the public
domain. You can sing them, reprint
them, adapt them, Incorporate
them Into new plays and movies.

…Unless he renewed
the copyright.
In which case It would
last for another 28 years,
until 1980…

When Gershwin wrote
Rhapsody In Blue the
“deal” copyright gave
him was simple. The
copyright term lasted
28 years…until 1952.
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Meaning the copyright
would expire after
1999…75 years after
It was written!
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And for new works,
the term was now
life plus 50 years.
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And In 1998, Congress
did It again. Now the
term was 95 years!
And for new songs,
It was the author’s
life plus 70 years!*
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OK,
that’s
It!

That Image
of Gershwin’s
copyright being
stretched on a
rack - that’s a
flagrant foul
right there. It’s
a loaded Image.

I’m calling It.

What?

Are you saying “we’d all be a
great deal better for a lot
less simile and metaphor”?*

Inflammatory
allegory?
Dope trope?

No, of course we have to use
analogies. Maybe that’s all
language Is at the end of
the day. Anyway, this Is a
comic book.

A little
too
po-mo!!!

*Apologies to Ogden Nash - Eds.

But the Idea that we are torturing
Gershwin’s copyright by stretching
It…why? He was a great composer.
People still love to listen to his
music. Why shouldn’t his copyrights
get extended and extended?
Where’s the harm? To him or us?
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That’s a great
question. You could
say that copyright Is
a deal, and If he was
willing to write the
song for 56 years
of protection, It’s
unfair for his estate
and the other
copyright holders
to keep upping the
ante afterwards.

Or you could say
that copyright Is
an Incentive…

…And extending the terms of peoples’
copyrights after they are dead Isn’t
likely to make them produce any more.

Get out the paddles!
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Still no
response.

Clear!!
Clear!!

Don’t they know the
difference between
composing and
decomposing?

OK. Let’s
give him
another
20 years!
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Put that way,
It does seem
pretty silly.

Yes but Its
effects were
serious.

Imagine the 20th
century holdings
of the Library of
Congress…

LIBRARY OF
CONGRESS

Now these are
the songs,
poems, movies
and books…

That were
published
before
1923…
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They are
free…
…You can
stage the
plays, reprint
the books,
adapt the
musicals, sing
the songs…

Now this
stuff comes
from 1923
and after…

…It’s still
under copyright
but we can’t find
the copyright
holder. That’s a
huge percentage
of some holdings as much as 50%
of film holdings,
for example…
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They call them “orphan
works.” Even If you wanted to
get permission, or to pay, for
the use of the work, you can’t.
Effectively, that means no one
can copy them, perform them,
adapt them, preserve them.

These are the works that
are copyrighted and still
commercially available.
That’s absurd!!
That’s copyright.

Guess How many of them
are more than 56 years
old…? Remember, that used
to be the copyright term.

Now even If the works aren’t
orphaned, the vast majority of the
older ones are commercially
unavailable. Their copyright term
got extended, but they got
no benefit from It.

That’s because most works have
a short commercial lifespan
and only need a short copyright
term. When copyright lasted
28 years, only 15% bothered
to renew for a second term.
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Yes…but when the
copyright got extended
for these works…

My goodness, there
are hardly any!

It was also
extended for all
of those others.

Which means we can’t
print new editions, adapt
the songs, digitize the
movies…extending the term
certainly benefitted a few
people, occasionally even
people related to the
artist. Gershwin Is actually
unusual In that his relatives
still own the copyrights.

But the price the public paid
was rather higher. Effectively,
we locked up most of 20th century
culture to benefit a very small
proportion of works that were
still commercially
viable after
28 or 56
years…or
even “life
plus 50.”

Naturally enough
Gershwin’s estate
lobbied strongly
for copyright
to be extended.

The estate
has earned
millions
of dollars
since 1998 the last time
Congress
extended their
copyright.
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If you wanted to move money out of the pockets
of the public to the successors of popular
creators, It's the most culturally Inefficient
way you could have found to do so.

the Constitution said that copyrights
should be for “limited times.” what
we got was “repeatedly extended
times.” The past gave us Its works
to use, but we don’t seem to be
doing the same for the future…

…Would we want
to pay royalties to
use Shakespeare…?

And we’d have to
pay the British!

…To sing
Greensleeves…?

…Or The StarSpangled Banner…?

OK!! I get It, I get It. It’s about economics and access
to our cultural heritage. You want limited terms so the
composers and distributors get paid, but then everyone
gets access to the work. And you don’t want all those
orphan works locked up for another 20 years
when we extend copyright on
the few old commercial
successes.
Nice summary.
But It’s Not
just about
price or
access.
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It’s about control. For good
or Ill. When Alice Randall - an
African-American writer - wanted
to tell the story of Gone with the
Wind from the slaves’ point of view,
Margaret Mitchell’s heirs tried to
use copyright to forbid her.*

Fair enough. But there we
are talking about control
over books, over stories.
How does control matter
when we are talking
about a song?
Great question…
and one that Gershwin’s
story…answers nicely.

It’s all a matter
of perspective...
*See Bound By Law? - Eds.

Gershwin died In 1937.
He was only 38. But his
family has closely
guarded his works.
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Take the musical
Porgy and Bess. The
Gershwins refused on
principle to allow a
version In South Africa
during apartheid.

What do they mean “vet”?
The Gershwin heirs decide
who gets to play Gershwin’s
music and even how they
do It.

Summertime
and we’re
caging
Mandela…

?

Good for them!

They only allow
Porgy to be
staged with a
black cast…

Agreed! And they
stopped a karaoke
version by an
English vicar who
wanted to change
the words…

Well, I guess that
Is fair…certainly
better than a
minstrel version.

I’ve got plenty of muffins,
and muffins got plenty of me!

Which meant that
when a Finnish
company wanted
to perform
Porgy they were
out of luck…

They wrote,
“But Mr. Gershwin,
the problem Is
we have no black
actors In Finland.”
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A Finnish
Gershwin…?

Fish are
frozen and
the snow
Is high…

Bess, I brought
you a herring!

Buzzard,
jatkaa yli
lentoaan
Porgy on
nuori
taas…

They said no to Finnish Porgy and
yes to United!? Fine. I’m giving
up music. I’ll go and write an
operating system Instead.

But they didn’t always
say no. The Gershwins
licensed Rhapsody In
Blue to United Airlines
for $500,000.

That said, I don’t think world
culture lost much by missing
out on ‘Porgy Goes to Helsinki.’
If people love the
music and want to sing
It, where’s the harm?
Yes, but
that’s not
our call
to make.
It's the
Gershwins’.

And that’s
exactly
the point.
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A rap Porgy! That would
be sacrilege.

“The monetary part Is Important, but If works
of art are In the public domain, you can take
them and do whatever you want with them.
For Instance, we’ve always licensed ‘Porgy
and Bess’ for stage performances only with
a black cast and chorus. That could be
debased. Or someone could turn ‘Porgy
and Bess’ Into rap music.”

Why? Rap and hip hop are today’s styles
- like jazz when Gershwin was writing.
Who says the community can’t take works
about African-American life and retell
them In today’s musical mode?

MARC
GERSHWIN

But
It’s an
opera!!

About love, murder, drug dealing
and redemption! That’s not exactly
alien territory for rap, you know.

Should the Gershwins really get to decide that
question? Do you think Shakespeare would have
liked what Bernstein did to Romeo and Juliet?

I’m convincing
myself here!

But Bernstein was
a genius and jazz
Is a great American
art form. Rap Is
just, just…

Mr. Bernstein, here’s an
Injunction forbidding you
FROM writing West Side
Story. IT Infringes
our rights In Romeo
and Juliet.

“A collection of squeals and
squawks and wails”? Music
“that Is to real music what the
caricature Is to the portrait”?
“Convulsive,
twitching, hiccoughing
rhythms, the abdication
of control by…the
brain”?
Maybe?
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They are from the
August 1924 edition
of Etude Music
Magazine…It was
on…”The Jazz
Problem”!

I feel like I walked
Into a trap. Who
said those things?

Some saw jazz as threatening
and debased music…

GEORGE ADE

Take George Ade,
for example…
The cruder form
of “jazz,” a
collection of
squeals and
squawks and
wails against
a concealed
back-structure
of melody,
became
unbearable
to me soon
after I began
to hear It.

Take
Mrs. H.H.A. Beach
as another…

In association
with some of the
modern dancing
and the sentiment
of the verses on
which many of the
“jazz” songs are
founded, It would
be difficult to
find a combination
more vulgar
or debasing.
MRS. H.H.A. BEACH

Sousa
defended It,
though…

LT. COM.
JOHN PHILIP SOUSA
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There Is no
reason, with Its
exhilarating
rhythm, Its
melodic
Ingenuities,
why It should
not become
one of the
accepted forms
of composition.

Jazz Is to real music what the
caricature Is to the portrait…
If jazz originated In the dance
rhythms of the Negro, It was
at least Interesting as the
self-expression of a primitive
race. When jazz was Adopted
by the “highly civilized” white
race, It tended to degenerate
It towards primitivity.

…A few were frankly
racist about any
stylistic mingling.

FR ANK DAMROSCH

Yes, Indeed. But others hailed It as
emblematic American music, a great
contribution to the national remix.

But jazz was just
as controversial
In Its heyday!

People said stuff like
that??!! They even feared
musical miscegenation?

Jazz prompted racial anxieties,
but It also reached across the
color bar, breaking cultural
barriers. It’s harder to
stereotype people who
are your artistic heroes.

Makes you wonder
how people will be
talking about rap
In 100 years…

Your honor, what I am
doing Is really no
different than what
the esteemed Snoop
Dogg or Lil Wayne
did In the early days
of the 21st century…
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When rap musicians
today want to
justify sampling
other tunes, they
sometimes compare
It to borrowing
In jazz…

You dare compare
yourself to
a classical
rapper!!!!!???

Wait, all this started because
we were talking about a rap
Gershwin. So your point Is that
these long copyrights give the
owners a veto over new works
built on their music.

YES!

NO!

Um…can you
explain…?

But you are a composer.
Don’t you want artists
to have greater control
over their work?

?

?

Art depends
on control!
We need more
rights!

Not to me…

We need
more…
It’s
obvious!

It’s
obvious!
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Music must
be allowed
to build on
Itself! We
need more
freedom!

I need greater control over my
work, to make a living, to protect
the Integrity of my art…!

I need more freedom to build on the
past! More control Is the last thing
I need. Look at all the jazz that’s built
on Gershwin’s I Got Rhythm. You think
those chord changes should be licensed?

You just don’t
want to make the
effort to create
original music!

You just want to
deny everyone else
the freedoms you
had yourself!
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Pirate!
Ingrate!
Plagiarist!
Control
Freak!

You’re no
real musician!

Now you’ve gone
too far!!!!

Starving…composer
…garret!
Soulless…
record company
…accountants!
Artistic…
Integrity!
Free…
culture!
Purity!

Parody!
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You’ll…destroy…music…
as…we…know…It!!!

Well, I have conflicting
feelings about It.

Why do the Interesting guys
all have Identity Issues…?

Sigh!
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Did the jazz
composers share
your “conflicting
feelings”?

Actually, they did. On the
one hand, as an art form,
Jazz Is the ultimate remix.
You’ve got elements of
classical music…

I always thought
the ‘A Train’ was a
parallel dimension.

…Chord changes,
chromatic scales…

But on another level, borrowing
Is a central part of Individual
jazz pieces. It wasn’t just mixing
musical styles, It was taking
fragments from other songs and
building on them or Improvising
over them.

…Ragtime, swing,
Caribbean rhythms,
the AfricanInflected
syncopation…

Is that part of
the definition
of jazz?

Definition? There Is no definition.
Defining jazz Is like defining art or
love. And within jazz, people borrowed
and Improvised In completely different
ways. Paul Whiteman’s tightly scripted
sets don’t sound anything like what
Dizzy Gillespie or Count Basie would
do with a similar chord sequence.
By which
you mean to
say, “yes”?
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I guess so. But that
doesn’t mean that
the people who were
borrowing always
appreciated It when
they were borrowed
from themselves.

That’s Gershwin’s I Got Rhythm. The chord
sequence became such a standard progression
In jazz that It’s called “The Rhythm Changes.”
Who didn’t? There’s Dizzy Gillespie, Charlie
Parker and Duke Ellington…the chords were
the base. And no one thought that Gershwin
was entitled to royalties…

Who wrote songs based
on those chords?

…Or control.

See what they are building…? A new tune
would be put on top - contrafact, we
call It - and then the musicians would
layer Improvisation on that…quoting
fragments from other songs In solos,
referring back to other musicians…
Henry Louis Gates calls It “signifyin’” showing you know your place In
the tradition, but showing your
virtuosity, too.
But I thought
you said they didn’t
always like It when
others borrowed
from them?
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Sometimes they didn’t! When
Dizzy Gillespie’s Dizzy Crawl
was recorded by Count Basie
as Rock-a-Bye Basie, Dizzy
was quite upset.

“I didn’t copyright It;
It was a head arrangement…
anytime you write something,
copyright It or look out…
a lotta tunes got stolen
by the bandleaders too
that way. I probably did It
myself a couple of times,
but not completely….”

Nowadays If Dizzy recorded It,
or wrote It down, It would be
copyrighted automatically.

That’s
great!
And would you say the
same If all those musicians
started claiming copyright
Infringement for
“…But at
each solo…?
the same
time, ‘you
can’t steal
a gift.’ ”

?

Let’s change the subject! What was
the audience like for these songs?

!
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That was the other
enormous change.
Patronage gave us
music designed for
the cathedral and
the court…

Because It Isn’t
a cathedral…

And then we saw the rise
of the mass market. Sheet
music filled the drawing
rooms with melody but
the “player” was the
customer. That gave us
music designed for a lay
audience, but also for
amateur performers.

It’s a RADIO!!
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But, starting around 1900,
the player piano and the
gramophone brought the
sound of professional
musicians Into middle
class living rooms. So
why are we still looking
at a cathedral?

And now…supported by Alka-Seltzer,
and bubbling over with mirth and melody,
It’s…the National Barn Dance!!

Also known as the Cackle Sisters. Trick
yodelers. They did animal noises, too.
That was what was
playing In the 1930s?

…Featuring
the Yodeling
Dezurik
Sisters!!

Yodeling?
Dezurik?
Sisters?

Yodel…
lay-ee-ooh!!

You’ll never
believe the deal I have
for you on these babies…!

Sure, but so was lots of other material from opera to jazz. The point was, the
balance had shifted again.
The music made to
please the king Is
different from the
music made to sell
the king of beers…

Nice…very nice…

Or to attract the
people who drink the
beer…I see. So radio
stations weren’t
selling music. They
were selling the
audience’s ears
to advertisers.

That’s a
grisly Image!
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Which meant that, suddenly, people might be
exposed to different kinds of music - without
regard to geography - as advertisers tried
to reach their target audience.

Or jazz In a penthouse
overlooking Central Park…

You could listen
to the New York
Philharmonic In
a barbershop…

When they get to the
“Rondo” In the Pathetique
I sob like a baby, you
know…my hand
just shakes…

And now, from Paul Whiteman and
His Boys, It’s “Mississippi Mud”!

Shave faster,
then! Allegro!
Molto allegro!

Even for yodeling…and the economics of
the Industry were changing, too. Remember
the debates between publishers and the
recording Industry?

Which changed the balance of power
between songwriters and performers.
Now a single artist could reach
millions, could build up a fan base.

I thought we agreed
to license the whole
thing off!?
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Right, but this was a new market.
Broadcasters had to pay their
live performers. Did they have
to pay composers? Was this
a “public performance”?
Well, duh!

Not really. The composers’ group ASCAP - collected money for “for profit”
public performances. Broadcasters
pointed out that they were giving the
music away for free and might even be
getting the composers new customers!

Those are the
same arguments
that file sharers
made!

But the broadcasters lost.
In 1923 a court ruled that
radio performances were
“for profit” so they had
to pay fees.

Exactly!

The negotiations were so
stormy, the broadcasters
formed their own group BMI - as an alternative for
composers to join. Those
are the main options to this
day. I'm still trying to work
out which one to join.

“The defendant Is
not an ‘eleemosynary
Institution’…copyright
owners and the music
publishers themselves
are perhaps the best
judges of the method
of popularizing musical
selections…”

ASCAP was pretty
exclusionary.

Doesn’t look
like a very
diverse
group!

ASCAP
MEMBERS
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Stylistically, too. New kinds of
music didn’t get easy acceptance.
Louis Armstrong didn’t get
membership until 1939, years
after he had become famous.

Didn’t Jelly Roll Morton
make It a crusade to get
membership?

”I see sheaves of green, large checkbooks
too, but they’re not for me, they’re just
for you…and I say to myself, what an
underhand world!”

”I’m going to the river, by
and by…because the river’s
wet but ASCAP’s run dry…”

Yes, he got In the same
year, but still didn’t get
much. But ASCAP wasn’t
doing Itself any favors by
keeping the doors locked.
Musicians who wrote jazz,
country, gospel, folk and
blues flocked to BMI…

Giving BMI a big advantage when rhythm
and blues and rock and roll arrived!
So, talking of blues…

I have a question…
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YE-E-S-S-S??

You see, I wrote my
thesis on the music
of Robert Johnson…

Maybe the most famous blues
musician of them all and a
huge Influence on rock and
roll…and…um…well…

Could we, like, you know, well,
sort of…umm…kind of, well…
…see him?

W-E-L-L…

YE-E-S-S-S??

Look who’s back!!

I have a
remote…
Climb In!

Some people
think they’re
above the
rules!

!
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So wasn’t Robert Johnson the one
who went to the crossroads and
sold his soul to the Devil for the
ability to play the guitar…?

That story
again!!

W-H-A-T?!?

…The truth Is that Johnson was very
sophisticated In his musical Influences…radio
brought a wealth of styles…he travelled
more widely than people think*…was working
In the rich tradition of the blues…the trope
of the self-taught diabolically gifted
Individual fits the narrative need to have a
single romantic author for the blues…

Oh, there Is a legend that
Robert Johnson disappeared
for a while and when he came
back, the other musicians
were amazed by his skill
on the guitar…

Whoa!

*See Elijah Wald, Escaping the Delta: Robert
Johnson and the Invention of the Blues -Eds.
You lost us around “rich tradition of the blues”…
Faux primitivism…
…Liminal transgression…

What?

Cultural diremption…

Time Out!!

snap!
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Though I do love a spot
of ‘cultural diremption,’
myself…
I’m sorry.
I guess I was back
In grad school.
You’ve got to
understand that
the mythology…
that’s really the
only word…of
Robert Johnson Is
really Important
to people. Look…

ERIC CLAPTON

ROBERT PLANT

I think he’s the greatest folk
blues guitar player, writer, and
singer that ever lived.

A lot of English musicians were
very fired up by Robert Johnson,
to whom we all owe, more or
less, our very existence, I guess.

ROBERT
JOHNSON

He was like a comet
or a meteor that
came along, and,
Boom, suddenly
he raised the ante,
suddenly you just
had to aim that
much higher….

Robert Johnson was able
to play guitar like nobody
else has been able to.
Nobody can figure It out.
All that stuff about him
making a deal with the
Devil may be true, because
nobody can play that way.
Ravi Shankar and
Robert Johnson are
the only guitar players
I listen to.

KEITH
RICHARDS

GEORGE
HARRISON
JOHN MELLENCAMP
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Where are we?
At a crossroads…

Robert Johnson was the
crossroads of the blues.

But he was
brilliant!

The British rockers who
“rediscovered” his music
In the 50s and 60s thought
It was all his genius, not
realizing how much came
from the blues tradition.

You folks aren’t from
around here are you?

No we aren’t
Mr. Johnson.

Hermeneutics
of the Delta…
Rich musical
commons…

Do we know each other?
Not exactly, but we all
know your music. In fact,
he’s a student of It.

Uh…
well…
er…I
…that
Is…
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Musicological
analysis shows…

Really?
What do
you think?

That’s OK…not everyone Is
made for talking.

Jam!?!

Want
to jam
a little
then?

…With Robert
Johnson. Defining
moment of my life!
But must not
violate the
prime musical
directive!
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?

I know that one…
I went to the crossroads,
fell down on my knees
I went to crossroads,
fell down on my knees
Asked the Lord above “have
mercy now, save poor Bob,
If you please!”

E7…Robert Johnson!!
…A7…now bend It…D7…
Robert Johnson!!!

Say…cheese!!!
It’s the
DNA of the
blues!
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I thought you’d at least ask
him a question!

What Jimi Hendrix said:
“blues Is easy to play,
but hard to feel.”

I had too many! The mysteries
of his life. His music. His guitar
technique. Finally, I was going
to ask him how to play the
blues. But I think I know
what he would have said…

You may bury my body, ooh
Down by the highway side,
So my old evil spirit,
Can catch a Greyhound
Bus and ride…
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I see the metaphor
budget hasn’t
been cut…

PRICE OF
ADMISSION:
YOUR

MIND

Well, no. But…!

No!
Yes!

So the point of this
Is that everyone
ripped off Robert
Johnson? That they
took his stuff and
It became part of
rock ’n’ roll?
That's why Robert
Plant said that
rockers actually
owed him for their
very existence?
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Yes, but…

Look…Johnson
became a symbol
of the blues and he was a
genius. But
he was taking
a tradition
that was
already at
least 30
or 40 years
old…

I’ll play you
some chords!

…A collective tradition,
rooted In the AfricanAmerican community of
the Mississippi Delta…

And In the melody,
I am substituting these
flattened notes - called
blue notes…hear that
  
sound?

C

F

G

Now all this…the structure,
the chord sequence, the
lyrical pattern, with
Its repetition and call
and response…

All that Is
traditional…
part of a musical
commons that
everyone can
take from…
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It Is as If we dipped a glass
Into the rich waters of the
Delta* and found It teeming
with musical life…

Blind Lemon
Jefferson

Mississippi
John Hurt

Howlin’
Wolf

Big Mama
Thornton

Charley
Patton

Spla

sh

Son
House

Skip
James
Memphis
Minnie

Lightnin’
Hopkins

Reverend
Gary Davis

Muddy
Waters

*These were not
all Delta blues
musicians - some
were from Texas,
South Carolina,
Tennessee - but
you get our
point. -Eds.

Sleepy
John
Estes
Little
Walter

But then we want to say
“who owns this”? Or “Whose
song Is this”?…

…And to do that we have
to freeze what’s there…
separate It from what’s
gone before…

To s S

ThuNk
One lump of the
blues, sir, or two?

And doing that
just changes
the nature of
the music.

I’ll take
all you
have…
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LEROY CARR
“WHEN THE SUN
GOES DOWN”

I
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HE

IN

LL

HO

VE
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NM

YT
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IL

SKIP JAMES
“DEVIL GOT
MY WOMAN”

N

KOKOMO ARNOLD
“SAGEFIELD
WOMAN BLUES”

I B EL
I’LL DIE VE
US T

T HE

BLUE

Back Then, musicians
borrowed much more directly
- not just standard chord
sequences, but melodies and
snatches of lyrics. Johnson did
that many times, and later rockers
then borrowed from Johnson…
It’s as If he was the transfer
station of the blues…

S L IN

E

MY
BROO
M

TR
RI AV
V E EL
R S L IN
ID G
E
BL
UE
S

SON HOUSE
“WALKIN’ BLUES”

’
IN
LK E S
A
W LU
B

ROBERT JOHNSON
KIN
LUE

ED
RT

NB

EA

MA

DH

WO

S

HAMBONE
WILLIE NEWBERN
“ROLL AND
TUMBLE BLUES”

CHARLEY PATTON
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LEROY CARR
“MEAN
MISTREATER
MAMA”

“KIND HEARTED WOMAN BLUES” LINE
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“HELLHOUND ON MY TRAIL” LINE

“I BELIEVE I'LL DUST MY BROOM” LINE

He actually was
the crossroads…

“LOVE IN VAIN” LINE

“WALKIN' BLUES” LINE

“TRAVELLING RIVERSIDE BLUES” LINE

“CROSSROADS BLUES” LINE
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But how
do you get from
blues to rock and
roll? And where
are the musicians
In all of this?

Meet
Chuck
Berry…

1926
–
Ida Red
, she
ain’t no fool.
She could ride
a’straddle Of a
k mule.
humpbac

But
I
han n Ber
ry
ds
bec , that ’s
ame
…
Oh MaybellEne,
Why can’t you
be true?

…Who listened
to blues and
country, and
took from
both…

ON
eeps
ul k
ROLL
o
s
e
u
l s,
My
The b
’
in
g
sin
oven, Tell
over Beeth
Tchaikovsky
the
news!

And across the
Atlantic, someone
else was listening…
I say It again,
there are
thousandS OF
princes, but only
one Beethoven!!
You think you’ve
got It bad.
Imagine being
“the artist
formerly known
as Beethoven”!
Hey, did you hear
my cover of
Johnny B.
Goode?*

*Prince: If you haven’t listened to him, you should. RIP -Eds.
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Roll over
Beethoven…
Roll over
Beethoven…

And meanwhile, fears were
growing over a different
kind of remix…

Chuck Berry Is the Stephen
Foster of rock and roll.
He’s mixing country, rhythm and
blues…Inventing a new guitar
style…and changing the world.
Some musicians were frank
about their debts to him.
…He was a
brown-eyed
handsome
man…

It’s very difficult
for me to talk about
Chuck Berry ’cause I’ve
lifted every lick he ever played…
this Is the gentleman who
started It all! Aye Keith,
If you tried to
give rock and roll
another name, you
might call It
Chuck Berry!

But some artists
just took Berry’s
music for the white
music market of the
time…The Beach
Boys were threatened
with suit for copying
Sweet Little Sixteen
and calling It
Surfin’ USA.

You’d see
’em wearin’ their
baggieS. huarache
sandals too.

KEITH RICHARDS

JOHN LENNON
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It wasn’t only jazz that
made people scared…
Here’s George
Wallace’s speech
writer, Asa Carter,
on rock and roll…

“[Rock and roll
Is the] basic,
heavy-beat music
of the Negroes.
It appeals to
the base In
man; brings out
animalism and
vulgarity…

“[It comes from]
the heart of Africa,
Where It was used
to Incite warriors
to such frenzy that
by nightfall neighbors
were cooked In
carnage pots!!”

Altschuler, All Shook Up: How
Rock ʼnʼ Roll Changed America
Well, I didn’t see
that one coming…

Rock and roll =
Cannibalism ?!?

Sex and drugs, sure…
But now we’re saying
rock and roll can lead
to eating people?
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!

That wasn’t all. Carter wanted rock
and roll banned by the state.

His fellow segregationists claimed
rock was part of an NAACP plan to
“mongrelize America.” It wasn’t just
musical mixing they were worried
about. It was an actual breach of the
color line…

Segregationist Wants
Ban on ‘Rock and Roll’

What did the NAACP say to that?

BIRMINGHAM, Al
a., March
29 (UP) —A segreg
ation leader
charged today that
the National
Association for the Ad
vancement
of Colored People ha
d “in filtrated” Southern white
teen-agers
with “rock and roll mu
sic.”

“Some
people In
the South
are blaming
us for
everything
from
measles
to atomic
fall-out.”

Remember Plato talking
about how dangerous
music was? How It could
bypass rational thought?
Saying mixing modes should
be banned? 2400 years later
nothing had changed. Rock was
mixing music, cultures, races.
It made some people nervous…

ROY WILKINS, NA ACP

I told you It would
lead to dancing!

But apart from total
loonies, did anyone
believe this stuff?
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Unfortunately, these “loonies” were
running a big chunk of the country! But,
yes, others actually did agree. At least
the part about “primitive” music being
able to bypass rational thought…
They were talking as
If rock were a virus,
taking over Its hosts!

Here’s what
Lait and
Mortimer,
journalists
who wrote
the popular
Confidential
series, had to
say about the
“rock scene.”

…And peddling
paranoia was a
big business…

“…Tom-toms and hot jive and
ritualistic orgies of erotic dancing,
weed smoking and mass mania with
African jungle background. Many
music shops purvey dope; assigna
tions are made in them. White girls
are recruited for colored lovers…
we know that many platterspinners are hop heads. Many
others are Reds, left-wingers or
hecklers of social convention.”
Well! I
certainly
wouldn’t want
to consort
with “hecklers
of social
convention.”
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How did
black
artists
deal
with this
kind of
hysteria?

Well, If you don’t want to seem
like a threat - particularly one
that’s attractive to white girls…
the best thing Is to look like…

Was he really doing
that on purpose?
Sure.

Little
Richard!

I’m the architect of rock
and roll! Also, check out
my eyelashes!

“By wearing this makeup,
I could work and play
white clubs, and the
white people didn’t
mind the white girls
screaming over me…
they was willing to
accept me, ’cause they
figured I wouldn't
be no harm.”

Ha! Little
Richard
was hot!!!

Remember the way that
secular and religious
music borrowed back and
forth In the renaissance?

Yes, all
those lyrics
about
sweet
pleasant
brunettes!
Humph!

Well, It certainly didn’t stop In
the 15th century. Little Richard
took gospel music with Its wailing
and moaning and testifying and
he layered rhythm and blues on
top of It!

I’m the Innovator,
I'm the emancipator,
I'm the originator,
I'm the architect
of rock 'n' roll.

One of his biggest hits
came when he took a
pretty vulgar song he
had performed before…

I’ve learned
my lesson
about asking
for the words!
…And
released
It with
cleaned-up
lyrics…
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…And now a
second round
of borrowing
went on. White
musicians
would release
“cleaned up”
versions of
black hits….

Pat Boone?!!

Yes, and
his version
outsold the
original!

He’s the Innovator
and the originator.
I’m the Imitator!

Now
that’s a
travesty!

PAT “DON’T
STEP ON MY
BLUE SUEDE
SHOES”
BOONE

…Elvis
Presley and
Pat Boone
released
covers of
Tutti Frutti.
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“The white kids
would have Pat
Boone up on the
dresser and me In
the drawer ’cause
they liked my
version better.”

But why all these cover
versions? Why wouldn’t
people just listen to
the originals?
Segregation affected concert
halls, radio stations, record
stores…and listening habits.
That meant there was a premium
on having white artists.

Let’s hear from Sam
Phillips, the guy who
first discovered and
  produced Elvis…

“If I could find a white
man who sings with the
Negro feel, I’d make a
million dollars.”

So people like Elvis just ripped
off black artists, taking their
tunes and “white-washing” them?

Segregation meant that a lot of black
artists couldn’t reach the audience
that their talent deserved. But things
were more complex
than that.

Did people really see
It that way at the time?

Little Richard said of Elvis:
“He was an Integrator.
Elvis was a blessing. They
wouldn’t let black music
through. He opened the
door for black music…”

Some did. Here’s what
Walter White, Executive
Secretary of the NAACP,
said about rock and roll.

“He broke
the Ice for
all of us.”

“[It’s] a great race leveler…
a tremendous Instrument
for bringing about a common
ground for Integration of
the white and colored youth.”

THE REV.
AL GREEN
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Of course. but there’s more nuance
to It. First of all, Elvis always
gave credit to rhythm and blues…

Still, Elvis was really free-riding
on the songs of others, wasn’t he?

LAWDY MISS
CLAAAWDY!

Rock ’n’ roll has been around for many years.

And he wasn’t just copying…he was one of
the founders of rockabilly, fusing country
with rhythm and blues.

It used to be called rhythm & blues.

Ah don’t sound like
nobody!
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They wrote so
many great
songs!

And the borrowing went two ways.
Take Hound Dog. It was written
by Jerry Leiber and Mike Stoller,
two white song writers who
loved black music…

After meeting her, they
were Inspired, and wrote
Hound Dog In minutes.
She recorded It…

…And then that song
was covered by Elvis who
made changes to both the
tempo and the lyrics…

Wow! Stephen Foster wasn’t an
Isolated Incident! This really Is
the remix nation!

So the song crossed
back and forth across
the color line…

q

You ain’t
nothin’ but
a hound
dog…

ze

e

qe

e

The musician and producer
Johnny Otis had asked
them to write a song for
Big Mama Thornton.

e
q

…Cryin’
all the
time…

I could never
move my hips
like that!
STEPHEN
FOSTER
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e

e
z

But I am betting that black artists
didn’t get a share of the money all
those cover versions were making…

DJs!? They
got copyright
for playing
a song!?

Ain’t that the truth!
Black artists were
routinely exploited.
If black composers
got copyright at all,
they frequently had
to share It with
others like DJs.

Apparently. Chuck Berry had to share
Did that happen to
copyright on Maybellene with the DJ
white artists, too?
Alan Freed and also with Russ Fratto….
Maybellene,
why can’t you
be true, DJ
gonna own
the songs I
used to do!!

American
Bandstand!!

It did. Remember
Dick Clark?

This song Is going
to be a hit! It’s got
a good beat and I
can copyright It!

The bottom line Is
that musicians In
general had little
bargaining power…

…But black
artists had
the least
of all.
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They still
don’t!

Ironically, one reason
that black musicians
began to get more
attention was…

…because
of…
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…an
Invasion!

New acts like The Rolling Stones and The Beatles were ravenous
for American blues recordings. they were listening to Muddy
Waters, John Lee Hooker, Willie Dixon, and Howlin’ Wolf…
I still feel bad
about taking their
national anthem…

I read somewhere that The Stones
actually called themselves
a band that plays “authentic
Chicago rhythm and blues music”
In a letter to the BBC.

Yes, and Ironically
the BBC turned them
down because they
thought Mick Jagger
sounded “too black.”
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Say It loud!
I’m black and
I’m proud!!!!
Wait!
I’m white
and from
Kent…

And I Feel Fine borrows
from Bobby Parker’s R&B
song Watch Your Step.
You can hear It In The Beatles’ songs
…Yesterday draws on a Nat King Cole
song called Answer Me, My Love.
In fact, The Beatles evolved
from a “skiffle” band called
The Quarrymen. Skiffle had
links to the blues, to jazz
and to country music.

And some of that attention
got focused back on the
black - and white - American
artists they had borrowed
from, sometimes to the
mystification of the music
press.

Wait a minute, I
thought that was
Elvis Costello…
Paul was so cute!

It’s hard to believe just
how much attention The
Beatles got. When they
went on the Ed Sullivan
Show In ’64, 75% of TV
watchers tuned In!

Is there anybody besides
Dylan you’ve gotten
something from musically?
Oh, millions…Little
Richard, Presley…

Anyone contemporary?

Like I* always said about music
journalism: People who can’t write,
Interviewing people who can’t talk,
for people who can’t read…

Of course,
Lennon was
a brilliant
talker…
I might have
said a thing or
two myself…
hmmm…

Are they dead?

*We think you mean ‘like Zappa said’ -Eds.
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But The Beatles weren’t just
borrowing from rhythm & blues, right?

Mr. Harrison?
I’ve got some
Indian raga
for Within
You, Without
You. I’ll
just need
a signature
here…

Right. This Is some of that
Bach BourÉe In E Minor for
Blackbird, Innit? Careful
you lot, It’s fragile…

20’s music hall for yer
Honey Pie, some John Cage
for yer Revolution 9…

’Ey John…
’Ey Paul.
Something
for you…
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Big International delivery here for All You
Need Is Love - let’s see, La Marseillaise,
some of Bach’s Two-Part Invention In F,
Greensleeves, spot of In the Mood…

Some lines from Chuck Berry for Come
Together…and I’ve got some Cream Badge
for Mr. Harrison’s Here Comes the Sun.

…Here come
old flattop…
Also, here comes
Big Seven Music
Corporation with
a lawsuit!

I loved how they took all
those songs from all over
the world. It showed that
all we really do need Is…

You’ll
need more
than love
to get that
bit of In
the Mood.
It’s ours!
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Look, Mr. K, If I’ve told
you once, I’ve told you
a thousand times…

Oy! You can’t go In there!!!

?!

So now It’s time for you to tell me about something.
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We’ve talked about attempts
to limit borrowing and remix
by everyone from Plato and
the Holy Roman Empire to those
who thought jazz would debase
the white musical heritage.

But what about the law?

What kind of lines
does It draw?

Is any part of what The Beatles
were doing - what all rockers
do - Is any part of that Illegal?
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That’s a great question. But
first we need to clear up
some basics…

Books, movies, music, films…all these
things are covered by copyright.

Never expect a
straight answer
from a lawyer, duh!

…They are covered
by copyright as
soon as they are
fixed…the pen
leaves the paper,
the music Is written
down or saved on
your hard drive,
the film Is shot…
you don’t need to
do anything to get
the copyright.

Cool!

But the first
thing you have
to understand Is
what copyright
covers…and
doesn’t.
Here, I am giving you this book,
It’s yours now…
Cool!
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You own the physical object…
these pieces of paper…this
binding. You could burn It, or
sell It, or give It away…

That didn’t last long.
…And even Inside the
book there are lots
of things the author
doesn’t own…

And the author
has no right to
stop you…
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what was that!!??! And Is that thing going
to do It again?

Copyright covers the author’s expression,
not the Ideas or facts themselves.

Those were the facts
and Ideas In that book,
they aren’t copyrightable
…they go Immediately
Into the public domain.

So, boy meets girl…

…Or even boy meets girl at college,
falls In love, girl dies…

…How
I cried
at that
movie!

…Isn’t copyrightable…
but Erich Segal’s Love Story
…his expression of those
Ideas…Is copyrighted.

Wait a minute. What about that poster?
Isn’t It copyrighted? Do you have
permission to use that picture?

…Like a
quotation In a
critical book review…

No, It’s a fair use.* Fair use means
that you can take the author’s
expression when you use It for
such purposes as criticism or
commentary, particularly If
your use Is transformative.

Harsh!

*For more on fair use, see Bound By Law? - Eds.
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Here’s our old friend Rhapsody In Blue!
Imagine you were Gershwin, or his heirs.
You would have a copyright over this
as a musical composition.

But how does all this apply to music?

But what does that mean? What
powers does the composition
copyright give me?

…To answer that we’ll
have to look at the
copyright statute…

The last time
someone did this In
a movie, really bad
stuff happened…

Wait!
No!!
Don’t
Open That!!

Meet your exclusive rights. Think of
them as powers to stop people from
doing these particular things…

…Or the power to
give permission when
you want, to the
person you want…
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Here are the ones that matter
most for compositions…

17 U.S.C
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I’d expected.
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And these
were your
super powers.

a comic book?*

*Imagine that! - Eds.

The AntiCopying
Power!!!
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I decide who makes copies of my work!

…The AntiAdaptation
Power!!!

Rhapsody
In
Red!

iTunes
No
derivatives
without my
Say-So!!

Rap City In Blue
took Gershwin’s
glissando an’
my rhymes
to Orlando,
DisneyWorld!
Mouse In the
house!

Y
RHAP S OD
IN RED
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Rhapsody In Blue

And no distributing
copies of It…

…Or publicly performing It either!!!

I control copying,
adaptation, performance
and distribution!!!

I am the king of the
copyright world!!!

Ahem…there’s
just one thing…
What?
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All other copyright holders have
the same powers over you!
So they can stop me from
making any kind of adaptation?
Any reference, quotation,
parody? Is this total control?

…But actually It Is porous,
full of exceptions…

Not at all. Sometimes
people talk as though
copyright was an absolute
property right…

The first Is term limits. Beethoven, Mozart,
Bach - most of the music before 1923 Is fair
game, either because there was never a
copyright or It has expired.

So Paul McCartney could use Bach’s BourÉE
In Blackbird. When Bach wrote It, there
wasn’t a copyright. Even If there had been,
It would have expired long ago.

Or Pachelbel’s Canon. That’s been used
by everyone from Catch 22 to Coldio.
…Coolio…

Same with the classical
ragas The Beatles used.
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Ah!

Copyright only covers “original” expression…
there has to be some creative choice by the author…
And some musical choices - a
perfect fifth, an octave jump would be so basic and obvious
that they aren’t original. That
means no one can own them.

Tw i

st

“Having chosen the familiar
theme of a broken-hearted
lover seeking solace In
country music, the choice of
a barroom with a jukebox
as the setting In which to
unfold this Idea simply
cannot be attributed to
any unique creativity on the
part of the songwriter.”

TWIST

ZZZT!

fliP

Black v. Gosdin, 740 F. Supp.
1288 (M.D. Tenn. 1990)

!

SCÈNES À FAIRE
What about facts and Ideas? You said those aren’t copyrightable.
But what counts as a musical Idea???
Not much - maybe “minor key requiems are
solemn.” Judges view music as being all
“expression.” But some things are still
too basic to be protected by copyright.

So rockers can go
on using the I, IV, V
chord sequence?
Yes! You need
them for the
12 bar blues…

If they are Inherent to
the genre, or they’ve
become standard, they’re
called “scÈnes À faire”…
like commonplace motifs or
a typical guitar rhythm...
…That’s
the harmonic
structure In
Tutti Frutti,
Hound Dog, and
Maybellene!

ST

TWI

cRA
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CR

C R A Nk
a nk

You’ll have my I, IV, V
when you take It from my
cold, dead fretting hand.
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“Meanie Meece”?

And not all copying counts as copyright
Infringement - similarities between songs
have to be “substantial.” If the amount Is
small enough, the law doesn’t care…

DE MINIMIS NON
CURAT LEX

Latin again.
“The law does
not concern
Itself with
trifles.”

10X
100X

500X

So when the Beastie Boys used a flute solo
by James Newton, the court said that taking
six seconds - three notes over a single
sustained note - was just too little to
count as copying.

Though the record
company got paid, because
the Beasties licensed the
sound recording. As we'll
see In a moment, that's
an entirely different
copyright.

Newton v. Diamond,
388 F.3d 1189
(9th Cir. 2004)
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How does fair use
play out In music?

That must be the key to It all, right? Think of all the
borrowing we’ve already seen! Church musicians taking
troubadours’ tunes, Tchaikovsky taking the French and
Russian national anthems, Dvorak grabbing folk songs,
jazz musicians quoting from other songs. If someone
did those things today, It would all be fair use, right?
Er…
Not…exactly
…clear…

Campbell v. Acuff-Rose,
510 U.S. 569 (1994)
One of the most
Important fair
use cases Is
about music…

When 2 Live Crew made a
version of Roy Orbison’s
Oh Pretty Woman, the
Supreme court said
It could be fair use.

“2 Live Crew juxtaposes
the romantic musings of
a man whose fantasy comes
true, with degrading taunts,
a bawdy demand for sex,
and a sigh of relief from
paternal responsibility.”
‒ Justice David Souter

They
could
take his
song?

the Court said
that as a parody,
2 Live Crew’s
version had
a strong fair
use claim…

Without
permission?
Even though It was commercially
sold and took a significant part
of both the lyrics and music!
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Because a
parody has
to use the
original work
In order to
parody It!

I don’t know about
all this. All these
limitations.

But that’s the
point. Copyright
Isn’t an absolute
right. It’s a mixture of rights
and limitations…

Because copyright’s goal Is to encourage
creativity, and for creativity the limitations
are as Important as the rights!

It’s the balance
between them
that makes
copyright work.

So what
might first
look like a…
Colander?…

No! So what
might first
look like a…

Ray gun?…

What looks like It Is
a random pattern of
presence and absence,
rights and exceptions…

…Is In fact designed
to enable us to make…
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Music!

Music!

OK, I get It. But If we have all
these great spaces for creative
freedom, what’s the problem?

The theory
Is great…
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But In practice
…sometimes It
doesn’t seem
to work out
In the musical
context. Take
fair use again…

Other than the parody cases, there’s a mysterious silence.
In other areas like literature or
scholarship, we have lots of examples
of fair use beyond parody - criticism,
quotation, “transformative” uses…

The highly transformative use of a
sampled piece of music In a rap song…

But In music, those kinds of
fair use arguments have not
been made to the courts…

…Or the fragmentary quote of
the music of the time In a symphony
about the Civil Rights movement…

…Are excellent cases
for fair use, but the
music-specific case law
Isn’t there, even so.

…And the practice In the
Industry seems to be to pay
to license material even
WHEN a good fair
USE argument
exists.

It’s nearly as bad
as those ridiculous
demands for licenses In
documentary films!!*

…But that’s crazy!
By that logic, jazz
musicians should have
to ask for a license
for every tune they
Include In a solo.

*See Bound By Law? - Eds.
I think I want to riff some.
Better call the lawyer…

Musical Interruptus

Cut!

?

?
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Hey, It’s Miles. Can
you get me a license
for 12 notes of
Gershwin and a dash
of Rodgers and
Hammerstein? I’ll
need It about
8 bars from now…
wait! How much??!?

You’re right. That’s ridiculous.
Without quotation there Is
no jazz. Requiring licenses
would destroy the music.

Copyright Is supposed to
encourage creativity, not
destroy It.

But federal judges listen
to jazz - or know It Is
culturally “respectable.”

So…

Would they have the same
Intuitions about rap? Or
someone like Girl Talk
whose music Is entirely
Made up of samples?

Love the layered remixes
In Night Ripper…

But I think he was better
In Unstoppable…
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We don’t know, because
the cases aren’t Brought
or fair use Isn’t claimed.

…Or that claiming fair use means
admitting you copied In the first
place. High risk! the music business
acts as though permission were
always needed…

some say It’s because record
labels are afraid of expansive fair
use decisions, so they won’t claim
fair use against each other…

SPECIAL

PREMIERE!

Badge Required

End result? Even
though lots of musical
borrowing could be fair
use, In practice, licenses
are generally demanded.

We’ve handed the
future of music
over to lawyers
and accountants
…aaarrghh!!
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That’s It!
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You’ve gone too far. I am
out of here, humans!
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Look, I am sorry but all
this can’t be true.

Look at the
history of
hip hop…

Public Enemy put hundreds
of samples on their albums.

They took everything from The BarKays to Malcolm X to Rufus Thomas,
played with It, distorted It. That’s
how you get that amazing “wall of
sound” In ’80s rap.

“We were taking a horn hit
here, a guitar riff there, we
might take a little speech, a
kicking snare from somewhere
else. It was all bits
and pieces.”

Bits and pieces strung
together on machines
like this, which could
only record samples
a few seconds long!

Are you telling me
all of those samples
were licensed?!
That’s Impossible.
It Is Impossible.
How many bands
sound like THEM
today?

HANK
SHOCKLEE
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When samplers started taking
fragments of prior songs, the
practice was In legal limbo. They
only cleared rights to really
large samples.

“The only time
copyright was an
Issue was If you
actually took the
entire rhythm of
a song…”

s
yo
Jimmy!

y0
Ler
oy

e
e

But then hip hop started to get
profitable and the claims of
copyright Infringement began.

The Beastie Boys got sued
for taking the phrase “Yo
Leroy” and some backbeat
from a 1977 SONG by tHE
Jimmy castor bUNCH and
using It In Hold It Now,
Hit It.

But we didn't
get a court
decision until
a case called
Grand Upright.

Wow! He
got their
names
right!

Biz Markie had sampled a
lot of Gilbert O’Sullivan’s
Alone Again (Naturally)
- taking most of the piano
Introduction. He also
sang a fragment of the
lyrics himself.

Cool hat!

Now that you’ve taught me all about copyright, that strikes me
as an Interesting case! What did the judge say about fair use the argument that sampling was just like jazz quotation? Or de
minimis? Were the bits taken just standard scènes à faire? And how about…
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His lawyers contacted
O’Sullivan’s agent before
the release of the record,
but hadn’t obtained the
rights before release.
O’Sullivan sued, and won.

Er…actually, the
judge’s opinion
was a little more
limited than that.

“‘Thou shalt not
steal’ has been an
admonition followed
since the dawn
of civilization.
Unfortunately, In
the modern world
of business this
admonition Is not
always followed.

“Indeed, the defendants In this action for
copyright Infringement would have this
court believe that stealing Is rampant In
the music business and, for that reason,
their conduct here should be excused. The
conduct of the defendants herein,
however, violates not only the
Seventh Commandment, but
also the copyright
laws of this country.”

Where’s the
legal analysis?

Judge Kevin Duffy,
Grand Upright Music v.
Warner Bros. Records,
780 F. Supp. 182
(S.D.N.Y. 1991)

There wasn’t any. He quotes more
of the Ten Commandments than of
the Copyright Act.

Which doesn’t mean the
result was the wrong one.

Biz Markie had
sampled quite a bit,
and he also sang
the key part of the
melody, the “golden
nugget” at the heart
of the song.

“The question, therefore,
Is whether defendant TOOK
from plaintiff’s workS SO
much of what Is pleasing TO
the ears of lay listeners…
that defendant wrongfully
appropriated something which
belongs to the plaintiff.”

The world Biz Is
describing Is very
different from
O’Sullivan’s. But
It Is a weak fair
use claim.

Judge Jerome Frank, Arnstein v.
Porter, 154 F.2d 464 (2d Cir. 1946)

You could claim It’s a
parody and therefore
fair use as
In the 2 Live
Crew case.

The problem was the judge
suggesting any sampling was
Illegal. He Issued an Injunction
and even suggested criminal
prosecution!

Licen$e Everything!

So even though the case
was an extreme example,
the message the record
companies heard was
“license everything”!

And the world of hip
hop sampling changed…
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“There’s a
noticeable
difference In
Public Enemy’s
sound between
1988 and 1991…

“Did this have
to do with the
lawsuits and
enforcement
of copyright
laws at the
turn of the
decade?”

KEMBREW MCLEOD

CHUCK D

“Public Enemy’s
music was affected
more than anybody’s
because we were
taking thousands
of sounds…

Let’s
take It
down
now!

“If you separated the
sounds, they wouldn’t
have been anything - they
were unrecognizable.
The sounds were all
collaged together to
make a sonic wall.”

“Public Enemy was
affected because It
Is too expensive to
defend against a claim.
So we had to change
our whole style the style of It Takes
A Nation and Fear
of a Black Planet by 1991.”
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And Chuck D’s
lyrics showed how
he felt about It.

Caught, now In court
‘Cause I stole a beat
This Is a sampling sport
But I’m giving It a new
name…

They say that
we stole this
I rebel with
a raised fist,
Can we get
a witness?*

found this mineral
that I call a beat,
paid zero…

h

And of course “Can I Get
a Witness” Is the title of

And In 2005, everyone
thought It had arrived.

a Marvin Gaye song. Nice.

People knew that the Grand
Upright case didn’t really settle
the legalities of sampling. They
were waiting for the case that
would finally present the
Issues cleanly…

*Caught: Can We Get a Witness, from “It Takes a Nation of Millions to Hold Us Back”
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N.W.A. had taken two
seconds of a guitar
solo from George
Clinton’s Get Off
Your Ass and Jam.
The sample was of
three notes - an
arpeggiated chord.

This Is really
very dapper!

…Otherwise known
as the deedly, deedly,
deedly of the first
guitar solo every kid
learns to play.

I'm surprised George
Clinton objected!

Sigh

Oh, didn’t you know he doesn’t
own the copyrights to his music!

A company called Bridgeport Music
bought up the rights to Clinton’s
music. They're the ones who sued.
You sound
exactly like
John Fogerty! But I
am John
Fogerty.

Defendant
stands
convicted
out of his
own mouth!

GEORGE CLINTON

Is It normal for artists not to
own the copyrights In their songs?
Oh yes! That’s why I just
love record contracts. In
fact In Fantasy v. Fogerty,
John Fogerty was sued
for Infringing the
copyright In one
of his own songs.
Don’t worry. The jury
held that It wasn’t
copyright Infringement.
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Whew!

So N.W.A. had taken 3 notes and 2 seconds
of George Clinton and sampled It In
100 Miles and Runnin’?

They actually changed It quite a bit. they lowered
the pitch and looped It so It sounded like a
police siren In the background of the track.

OK. I am going to show off my copyright
knowledge. The Chief Justice of the Supreme
Court says judges should be like umpires and
just call balls and strikes. So, I am going
to be a copyright umpire and call this one.

The arpeggiated chord Is a standard part
of so many rock songs, so It Is either
not original, or an un-protectable stock
phrase. It would not be copyrightable
In the first place!

You’re
out!

Three notes Is de
minimis - too small
to count as copying.
This Is just like the
case of The Beasties
taking a tiny sample
of Newton’s flute!
EE
E
E
ST IK !
R
O
TW

STEEE-RIKE ONE!

And finally, even If
the deedly, deedly
were original and
three notes were
enough of a copy,
N.W.A. transformed
It dramatically, so
It would probably
be fair use under
Section 107!

STEEE-RIKE THREE!
And you are out of
here, Bridgeport! No
copyright Infringement!
Legal borrowing!!

How am
I doing?

Errr…
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Well, you should be right…

But that’s not
quite how It
came out.

…But there Is one extra thing you need to
know…you see there are actually two
copyrights In any recorded music…

The case focused on the de minimis
claim…that Is was just too little
to count as actionable copying.

There Is the copyright
over the composition…we
already talked about that.

SOUND
RECORDING
COPYRIGHT

MUSIC
COMPOSITION
COPYRIGHT

…But In 1972 Congress
added a copyright over
the sound recording
as well.

So, If I record Knockin' On
Heaven’s Door, Bob Dylan owns
the copyright over the song.
I have to pay him royalties…
OK…sounds pretty sensible. But
how does this change anything?
Surely the same rules apply to copying
the composition and the sound recording?
Three notes Is still only three notes!
So you would think.
But the Bridgeport
court disagreed.

…But I own the copyright over that
particular recording of It. Someone
who wants to use It has to get
permission from both of us.
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Bridgeport Music v. Dimension Films,
410 F.3d 792 (6th Cir. 2005) (Judge Ralph B. Guy, Jr.)

“That leads us directly to the Issue In this case. If you
cannot pirate the whole sound recording, can you ‘lift’ or
‘sample’ something less than the whole. Our answer to
that question Is In the negative.…”
“Get a license or do not sample. We do not see this
as stifling creativity In any significant way.…”

“For the sound recording copyright holder, It Is not the
‘song’ but the sounds that are fixed In the medium of his
choice. When those sounds are sampled they are taken
directly from that fixed medium. It Is a physical taking
rather than an Intellectual one.”

Series, Series

Series

No series!

Physical taking!!? If you take
my shoes, I don’t have my shoes.
If you take the beat of
my song, I
don’t lose
the song!!

So taking any amount of a
sound recording could be
a copyright Infringement?!!!
Well, the court did
say that there would
probably have to
be two notes,
otherwise It
would not be
a “series.”

Kind of them.
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But why? Why make the rules so different
for borrowing from a recording and
borrowing from a composition? If they
said “get a license or do not solo,”
everyone would think It was crazy!!

Part of the reason was that the
court read the statute In a way that
no court had ever done before.
But the other reason was that they
thought this would be a really
clear rule, what lawyers call
a bright line.
Okay buddy, step
over that at
your own risk!!

“Get a license or do not sample!”
Well, It Is certainly clear…

#@*!

The court Initially suggested
there was no fair use either. Then
after a storm of protest, they
Issued a new opinion saying they
took no position on fair use.

…Though not
very bright!

But If we still
have to judge fair
use, then where Is
the bright line?

Fair use?
I never
mentioned
fair use…

That will still
have to be Done
case by case.
Exactly.
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VMG Salsoul v. Madonna Louise Ciccone,
824 F.3d 871 (9th Cir. 2016) (Judge Susan P. Graber)

In 2016, a federal appeals court In
California rejected this “bright Line”
rule and said that the “de minimis”
exception does apply to sampling.

Strike a
chord!

Madonna’s song Vogue sampled a
.23 second “horn hit” from a song
known as Love Break, and changed
It to create a different sound.
The court said this
was de minimis no one would have
recognized the
sample’s source.

Duh? Less than a quarter second
of music?! Of course! But I guess
Bridgeport would still have said
“Get a license or do not sample”?

Yes…and the
judge went some
lengths to refute
Bridgeport’s
reasoning.

so…now sampling
a tiny amount Is
clearly legal?

“[My] commonsense conclusion
Is borne out by
dry analysis….”
no. As of 2016, we have
two appeals courts
disagreeing. There Is
no clear national rule.

“The ‘de minimis’

“Get a license or
do not sample.”
(6th Cir. 2005)

exception applies
to infringement
actions concerning
copyrighted sound
recordings, just as
it applies to all
other copyright
infringement actions.”
(9th Cir. 2016)
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Bridgeport only
reinforced an
Industry practice of
licensing everything.
Will this decision
change that? Too
soon to tell.

Most commercially
successful
samplers pay for
a few big samples
and loop them…

…Some stay
underground,
hoping the
samples won’t
be recognized…

…While a few
just thumb
their noses
at the law.

So the law
has changed
the creative
process…

Anything they take off my
record Is mine. Can I take
a button off your shirt and
put It on mine? Can I take a
toenail off your foot - Is
that all right with you?

but I am
uncomfortable.
Musicians ought to
get paid for their
work. Look at James
Brown, his work was
sampled by pretty
much everyone!
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So the music that began with DJ Kool
Herc, weaving songs together…

Come on now
b-boys and
b-girls!!

…and got even more
complex with samplers like
De La Soul and Public Enemy…
…that music Is
much simpler now.
Think of a song like Puff Daddy’s
I’ll Be Missing You. It’s one
huge sample of The Police’s
Every Breath You Take…

WE’RE IN THE LIBRARY
OF CONGRESS, BUT
WE’RE NOT ON iTUNES.
PEOPLE KEEP ASKING
“YO, WHERE’S THE
OLD STUFF?”
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AND IT’S NOT
JUST CREATIVITY, IT’S
ACCESS -- YOU CAN’T
STREAM OR BUY DE LA
SOUL’S EARLY ALBUMS
ONLINE BECAUSE OF
SAMPLE CLEARANCE
PROBLEMS.

I like big carrots and I cannot lie,
you other bunnies can’t deny.

I’d be honored If
anyone sampled
my music!
I’d be
amazed If anyone
wanted to sample
your music.

Would
you say
that
about
jazz?

Well,
I don’t
know. Why
can't these
hippity hop
chaps just
make their
own music.

Don't jazz
musicians
take from
other
people?

Hippity
Hop!

What
do
you
mean?

That's
totally
different…

How?

Which stops
with Jazz,
apparently?

I think he has a
point. Sampling
Is lazy. If this
Is the future
of music, we are
all In trouble.
There’s no real
creativity here.

Well, It’s a great
American tradition…
No - jazz musicians are
transforming the tunes,
and playing the music
themselves…It’s Improv…

But they are copying It
right? Sounds “lazy” to me…

What a bunch of baloney. Hip hop
Is really creative…The borrowing
Is just like jazz. You borrow to
show you know your roots, but
also to show your virtuosity In
the way you use the sample.
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That’s just nonsense. Have you
listened to this stuff? Autotuned
singing by people who can’t sing,
on top of tunes they didn’t write,
all over a beat stolen from some
great black artist from the past
who didn’t get paid.

“Stolen?” Then why
Isn’t jazz stealing?
You’re one of those
people who never
loves an art form
until It’s dead.

You want to call
this music? In
your world I
guess karaoke
Is high art!
“I love how
he transformed
My Way. So
post‐modern!”

Now that no‐one
listens to jazz, you can
romanticize It. Back In
the day you would have
been condemning It as
“stolen squeals and
squawks” by people too
lazy to write real music.
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You are seriously
comparing what
Miles Davis does
In a solo to
what Puff Daddy
did to Every
Breath You Take?

He was writing a song
for a friend who
died, Ok? And are you
seriously saying that
Rakim’s words, or even
Kanye West’s, don’t
rank as brilliant
lyrics…As art?

I do admit
good rap Is
great poetry...

I admit I don’t like
Autotune much…And some
sampling Is pretty lazy.

Maybe It all comes back
to this: “Borrowing
Is permissible but
one must return the
object borrowed with
Interest….Imitations…
prettier and better
than the pieces from
which they are derived.”

That’s not Chuck D,
that’s “Der Vollkommene
Capellmeister” from
1739. And on that
we can agree!
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Does he
contradict
himself, very
well then, he
contradicts
himself, he
Is large,
he contains
multitudes…

OK, so that’s the aesthetic rule.
Creative borrowing, not slavish
Imitation. But what should
the law say?

No, those samples are charged
to you while fees from people
who sampled you go to us.
Looks like you should “recoup”
your advance by the year 2987.

I’d let them sample
freely. It’s not
like they own their
own copyrights
anyway, most of the
time! Artists pay
for samples, but
most don’t get paid
when their work Is
used - the fees go
to lawyers and
Intermediaries…

This Is
some
kind of
twisted…

We can’t
make all
sampling
free.
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Yes. But every jazz
musician who uses
chords from
I Got Rhythm doesn’t
need a license…

When Biz Markie or Mr.
Combs takes a large
chunk of a song to
make a new commercial
product they should
pay for the privilege.

….Is just
too small
to bother
about.

At some point
we have to
say that some
level of
borrowing…

Even
James Brown
borrowed from
gospel songs,
and from
Ray Charles’
soul music.

Requiring
permission
for trivial
borrowing
stops
copyright
from
fulfilling
Its goal…

…to encourage
creativity!
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MIX AND MATCH AS YOU WILL!
OK, fair point. But what about
the times when the music wasn’t
copied? Or the musician says
It wasn’t? Lots of tunes
sound like each other…

After all, In Western music
there are only twelve notes
and then you repeat…
And not every
combination sounds
good. Or as Judge
Learned Hand put It…

“While there are an
enormous number of
possible permutations
of the musical notes of
the scale, only a few
are pleasing; and much
fewer still suit the
Infantile demands of
the popular ear.”
“Recurrence Is
not therefore an
Inevitable badge
of plagiarism.”

Darrell v. Joe Morris Music,
113 F.2d 80 (2d Cir. 1940)
A guy whose name Is Learned Hand
was dissing popular taste!?? What
about parents’ taste In kids’ names?

Learned was his mother’s maiden name,
actually…and his real first name was
Billings. But we digress…
Judge
Billings
Hand??
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So what happens when the musician
creates the melody himself? That’s
not copyright Infringement, right?
Even If the tunes are Identical?

Right - lawyers call that “independent
creation” and It’s a defense.

My masterpiece!

But how do you
prove you didn’t
copy someone
else’s tune?
That turns out to be hard…basically the
courts look to whether you had access to
the other person’s song, and whether
your song Is “substantially similar.”
Which takes us back to
the question you asked
about The Beatles.
Specifically,
George
harrison.

That was
pages
ago!
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I so wanted to be “the boy
with the wavy hair” they
were talking about.

He’s so fine
- l an g - d o [D o
g-Do-lang]
lan

Hence that
hairstyle?
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…
It
I don
’t know how I'm going to do
But I’m gonna make him mine…

_

Remember the song by
the Chiffons, He’s So Fine?

And remember George
Harrison’s My Sweet Lord?

My sweet lord, Mmm my lord.
…I really want to see you,
Really want to be with you…

Well, I admit they sound
pretty similar…but I don’t
think George Harrison
would have deliberately
copied The Chiffons…
The judge agreed
with you!
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So
Harrison
won?

Not
exactly…

Bright Tunes Music v. Harrisongs Music,
420 F. Supp. 177 (S.D.N.Y. 1976)

A court ruled George Harrison infringed copyright by subconsciously
copying The Chiffons’ song He’s So Fine in My Sweet Lord.
“His subconscious knew
It already had worked In
a song his conscious mind
did not remember…. Did
Harrison deliberately use
the music of He’s So Fine?
I do not believe he did
so deliberately.
Nevertheless, It Is clear
that My Sweet Lord Is the
very same song as He’s So
Fine with different words,
and Harrison had access to
He’s So Fine. This Is, under
the law, Infringement
of copyright, and Is no
less so even though
subconsciously
accomplished.”

My little subconscious
Is all grown up and
Infringing copyright!

Sometimes
a do-lang
Is only a
do-lang.

JUDGE RICHARD OWEN

That sounds so fine
But I think It’s mine…
Do-lang-do-lang-do-lang…

I was just vamping
some chords and next
thing you know…

Hal-le-SUE-ya!
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Wait, they can find you subconsciously copied
someone’s song? Is that only If the song Is
really recent and very popular?

Ask Michael Bolton!

Three Boys Music v. Michael Bolton, 212 F.3d 477 (9th Cir. 2000)
A court upheld a $5.4 million jury verdict against singer Michael Bolton for subconsciously
copying an Isley Brothers’ song that he might have heard in his youth.

JUDGE DOROTHY NELSON

“It Is entirely
plausible that two
Connecticut teenagers
obsessed with rhythm
and blues music could
remember an Isley
Brothers’ song that
was played on the
radio and television
for a few weeks, and
subconsciously
copy It twenty
years later.”
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Love Is a wonderful thing…so
wonderful that there are 129 other
songs with this N-A-M-E!

Bolton said he
had never heard the
Isley Brothers’
song, which didn’t
top the charts and
wasn’t released on
album or CD until
after Bolton’s song
was written…
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So If I write a song that sounds like
another song, I can be accused of copyright
Infringement If I could have heard It and
could have subconsciously copied It?
Not quite. Courts don’t
presume you heard the
other song unless the
two are “strikingly”
similar. But evidence
of access can be pretty
remote. Think of
Michael Bolton!

So I am
supposed
to live In
a musical
“clean
room”…?!

and musicians are
supposed to flee any
possible musical
Inspiration?!

Look out!
He’s got a
boombox!
RUN!!!!!

Oh, oh, It’s
happening
again…

No It’s not!

That’s absurd!
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If judges didn’t
presume copying
In cases like this,
anyone could get
away with ripping
off my music
by claiming to
have written It
Independently!

Oh, It’s your music
now!? And you’re
willing to run the
risk that someone
could accuse you
of ripping them
off? Even when
you didn’t?
My genius Is unique…

It’s complicated…

…and unrelated to music you’ve heard
before? Not limited by genre and tradition
so It might sound similar? Yeah, I’m sure…

It’s complicated…

This Is scary.
I am kind of
liking these
moments now.
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So If you are all so
smart, how come people
say our song “Blurred
Lines” Is Illegal?

They say we violated
Marvin Gaye’s copyright
over “Got To Give It Up”!

I’m a huge Marvin Gaye fan! I know
both of those songs. They do sound
similar, but that's because…
Oh, that song.
With the messed-up
lyrics. And such
a “classy” video.

…I was channeling that late
’70s feeling!! Is It Illegal
to evoke a groove?

So, what
does copyright
law say?
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Well, first,
this Isn’t one
of those sampling
cases involving the
“sound recording”
right. It’s just
about the musical
composition.

sO THE REGULAR
RULES APPLY…

Under the law, some
of the things that
make the songs sound
similar - the cowbell,
the party noise, the
falsetto - aren’t part
of the “composition”
because They weren’t
In the sheet music. So
they’re off the table.

I’ve got this!
sURE, THERE ARE SIMILARITIES
between the songs. But lots
of songs sound the same. It’s
only copyright Infringement
If “Blurred Lines” took enough
copyright-protected material
from “Got To Give It Up”
to make the songs
substantially similar.
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Like you said, we’re only
talking about the composition,
so things like the cowbell
aren’t legally relevant.

Copyright doesn’t cover anything
that Isn’t “original” - Marvin
Gaye got a copyright over what
he created. Not the stuff he
borrowed from other songs.
Yeah, like the stuff from
Johnnie Taylor’s “Disco
Lady” - Gaye used that!

Cowbell always
relevant! ‘More
cowbell,’ I say!!

And copyright doesn’t
cover “ScÈnes À Faire.”
All of those defining
stock elements of funk,
disco, or Motown…Marvin
Gaye, Pharrell Williams,
Mark Ronson, Even Miley
Cyrus would be free to
build upon them.

Miley
Cyrus?!

Most of what makes the songs sound similar Is
stuff the law leaves free! What’s left are scattered,
marginal similarities. No copyright Infringement!

OK, what
happened
this time?

Oh yeah?
A jury said
we owed over
$7.3 million
for copyright
Infringement!
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Well this was
a jury verdict…
Though a judge did decide
the case was worth
sending to the jury.

The jury was told to look for
JURY INSTRUCTION NO. 43
“Intrinsic similarity,” and to
base their decision on
Intrinsic similarity is shown if an ordinary,
the “total concept
reasonable listener would consider that the
and feel” of
total concept and feel of the Gaye Parties’
the songs.
work and the Thicke Parties’ work are
substantially similar …

Wait. How can you compare “total
concept and feel” without including
all of the un-protectable material
I just mentioned? That’s whack!

“YOur Honor, I would submit
that the 9th Circuit’s application
of the Intrinsic similarity test
Is whack! Also, possibly bogus.”

It Is,
Indubitably,
“whack”!!

Yeah. We say we are filtering
Thicke’s testimony didn’t
out all the unprotected
help. Particularly the stuff
stuff, and then let It all
about booze and Vicodin.
back In by asking about
“total concept and feel.”

It was a tough time! And
feel free to cut songs
written under the Influence
out of your music library.
Playlists will be short!

The judge did reduce the $7.3 million
to around $5.3 million, plus 50% of
Juries sometimes come out the
future publishing revenue.
other
way. A jury found Led Zeppelin’s
Thicke and
Stairway to Heaven wasn’t substantially
Williams are
similar to spirit’s Taurus. There, the
appealing.
judge carefully limited the evidence to
similarities In the compositions, not the
recordings, and the jury Instructions
excluded “unoriginal” material.

Pocket
change!
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Well, like I said,
I’m a huge Gaye fan.
At least his heirs
got something…

you know
we’ve got to
find a way
To bring some
understanding
here today…

They copied “Got To Give It Up” and the
jury heard It! …Right now, I feel free.
Free from…Pharrell Williams and Robin
Thicke’s chains and what they tried to
keep on us and the lies that were told.
It speaks volumes
about who we are as a
country that, no matter
who you are, If you do
something wrong there
are consequences.

NONA GAYE
RICHARD BUSCH
(the Gayes' lawyer)

So I understand the Impulse to
sympathize with him. I do think they should But that doesn’t mean
there was copyright
maybe have credited his Influence…
Infringement! Was this
verdict good for music?

Well It prompted
some strong reactions
from musicians and
commentators…
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I don’t think It’s a steal from
Marvin Gaye. I think that the groove
Is very similar but you have to remember
he Is a big fan of Marvin Gaye’s so
that’s okay. But It’s not the same song.

It still baffles me that that
case went the way that It did.
Hopefully someday It will get
overturned and an aspiring
songwriter won’t feel as though
they can’t emulate their heroes.

ADAM LEVINE

You don’t want to get
Into that thing where all of
us are suing each other all the
time because this and that song
feels like another song. I’m a
little concerned that this verdict
might be a slippery slope.

STEVIE WONDER

JOHN LEGEND

The jury’s verdict…takes what should
be familiar elements of a genre,
available to all, and privatizes them.

PROFESSOR
CHRISTOPHER
SPRIGMAN

So what
do you
two
think?

If this were to become a
standard, It’s going to be one of
the greatest growth Industries
of all time, suing people who
sound like someone else.

The verdict handicaps any creator out there
who Is making something that might be
Inspired by something else. If we lose
our freedom to be Inspired, we’re going
to look up one day and the entertainment
Industry as we know It will be frozen
In litigation.

I know the difference between
Inspiration and theft. You can’t help but be
Inspired by all of the greatness that came
before you. In popular music, you know,
there’s only so many chords being used.

PHARRELL WILLIAMS
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PROFESSOR
E. MICHAEL
HARRINGTON

ROBIN THICKE

Copyright
Is supposed
to leave
room for
musicians to
build on their
Inspirations.
I’m feeling
less confident
about that now.

Copyright’s rules such as “scÈnes À
faire” - try to draw
a line between
creative freedom
and Infringement.

Me too.
What’s borrowed
here Is a feel.
Like I said before,
no Infringement!

But verdicts
like this could
lead to…

Blurred
Lines!
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What would have
happened to music If we had
had today’s restrictions
on borrowing?

That’s a good
question, and one we
can explore through the
story of a single song…
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I GOT ∆ MASHUP

[ ∆ SONG'S TALE ]
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In 2005 a hurricane made landfall In
New Orleans. Its name was Katrina.*

[*For the full story see
http://boyle.yupnet.org/
chapter-6-got-mashup.]

Damien Randle and Micah
Nickerson were two
Houston hip hop artists.
The duo was called the
“Legendary K.O.”…

After Hurricane Katrina,
they were volunteering In
the Houston Astrodome…

They didn’t like what they
saw. Both the slowness
of the response and the
way the disaster was
covered made them
profoundly unhappy.

…“Widespread
looting”…

This Is
messed
up…
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One night, the rapper
Kanye West appeared
on a telethon for
victims of Katrina.
Overcome by
emotion, West
uttered the
words that
would Ignite
a controversy
around the
country.
I hate the way they
portray us In the media.

If You see a black family,
It says “they’re looting”…

You see a white family, It says
“they’re looking for food.”
And you know, It’s been
five days because most
of the people are black.

…They’ve given
them permission
to go down and
shoot us…

George Bush doesn’t care
about black people.

In 2016, Mr. West said he would have voted for Donald Trump for President, had he
voted. Mr. Bush might find His concern for racial justice strangely episodic. -EDS.
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The Legendary K.O. shared West’s outrage.

And they weren’t just volunteers,
they were also hip hop artists.

So they decided to
write a song about It.

A song called…
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Wait, wait,
Wait!!

George W. Bush said
In his memoir that
being called a racist
was the worst moment
of his presidency.

Didn’t a lot
of people object to
those comments?

The Issue Isn’t
whether or not you agree
with Kanye’s claim.
We are talking
about what the rules
are for making songs…
for anyone with
any message.

“I disagree
with your song,
but will defend to
the death your right
to sing It.”
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Wanting to reference West’s
words, The Legendary K.O.
remixed Gold digger…

Cutie da Bomb
met her at a beauty salon
with a baby Louis Vuitton
under her under arm

Can’t use the cell phone, I keep gettin’ static
dyin’ ’cause they lyin’ Instead of tellin’ us the truth
other day the helicopters got my neighbors off
the roof?

…Changed the words…

…Exchanged verses
by instant message…

fifteen minutes later It
was up online. Within days,
hundreds of thousands
of people had heard it.

Then filmmakers made
video versions of the
song, taking Images from
the news coverage and
adding K.O.’s music to It…

…many more people
saw those.

A song written In minutes,
for pennies, was reaching
a huge audience.
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The New York Times
published an article
about It…
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But the chain of
borrowing that ended
with The Legendary K.O.
went back a lot further
than Kanye West…
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Kanye West had borrowed
from an older tune…Ray
Charles’ I got a woman.

Now I ain’t
saying she
a gold
digger…

I got a
woman…
that’s
good
to me…

She take my money
when I’m In need…

She give me money,
when I’m In need…

Charles’ message
was rather different
from Gold Digger’s.

West tells the story
of a gold digger who
steals money.

She's a kind of
friend Indeed…

Yeah, she's a triflin'
friend indeed…

Kanye sampled
Charles’ song.

But he also took the
melody and had Jamie
Foxx sing some very
different words.

West borrowed from
this song for a reason.
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I Got a Woman had been hailed
as one of the first soul songs.

Soul takes the ecstatic
music of gospel…

…And fuses It with the
earthy sounds of the blues.

In place of
divine praise…

…Soul substituted a message
of profane desire.
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It’s a mirror
Image of the
troubadours!

??

That
“sweet,
pleasant
brunette”
song!

Soul Is
a genre
crossfade!

Charles took
gospel and
replaced God
with a woman.

The church
composers took
the bawdy troubadour
songs of the day
and made them odes
to the Virgin Mary!

There secular music
became sacred,
here sacred
becomes secular.
Very secular!
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Charles had always built
his songs on other music he made no bones about It.
At the start of his career,
he modeled himself on
Nat King Cole.

Funny thing, but during
all these years I was
Imitating Nat Cole,
I never thought twice
about It, never felt
bad about copying the
cat’s licks. To me It
was practically a
science. I worked at
It, I enjoyed It, I was
proud of It, and I
loved doing It…

…It was something
like when a young
lawyer - just out of
school - respects an
older lawyer. He tries
to get Inside his mind,
he studies to see how he
writes up all his cases,
and he’s going to sound
a whole lot like the
older man - at least
till he figures out how
to get his own shit
together. Today I hear
some singers who I
think sound like me. Joe
Cocker, for Instance.
Man, I know that cat
must sleep with my
records. But I don’t
mind. I’m flattered; I
understand. After all,
I did the same thing.
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But the process of borrowing went further than that.
Charles had always lived In two musical worlds.

There was the Ray Charles of
the Sunday church service, the
world of ecstatic testimony,
with the organ providing the
backbeat to a choir belting
out gospel favorites…

And there was the world
of the after hours club
with rhythm and blues
songs blaring Into
the smoky air.
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And this fusion of two
such different musical
genres produced a third
entirely new one…

I Got A
Genre…
Sounds
Good
To Me.
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The Influences that Charles
drew on to create his music
weren’t just general traditions.
They were very, very specific.

I like
that song.

In 1954, driving from gig to gig,
Charles and his trumpeter Renald
Richard were listening to the
radio. A gospel song came on.
Liking what they heard, they both
started to sing along, changing
the words to suit their mood.

I got a
woman…

Yeah, she lives
across town…

She’s good
to me…

That song Is said to be the
origin of Charles’ smash
hit, “I Got a Woman.”

So you can
get your
kicks on
Route 66.
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Keeps me up
Keeps me strong
Teach me right
When I doing wrong
Well, I’ve got a savior
Oh what a savior
Yes I have
What was
the song?!

She gimme money
When I’m In need
Yeah she’s a kind of
Friend Indeed
I got a woman
Way over town
that’s good to me

Some scholars think
It Is the 1950 tune
“I Got a Savior” from
the Harold Bailey
Gospel Singers,
probably written
by Clara Ward.

It Is not just the
title that Is similar.
The central melody
Is almost exactly
the same.

We know Charles liked
to substitute love for
religion. He took Clara
Ward’s arrangement
of the gospel classic
“This Little Light of
Mine” and turned
It Into “This Little
Girl of Mine.” “I Got
a Savior” became
“I Got a Woman.”

But there Is also “It Must
Be Jesus” by the Southern
Tones, a popular gospel
song from 1954, which has
Its own musical similarities
to “I Got a Woman”! He
probably took from both.
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This merger of gospel and blues, substituting the woman for
God, was controversial… “Sex, sin, and syncopation.” Some
gospel singers found It offensive, even sacrilegious.
Clara Ward, whose songs and arrangements
Charles had borrowed from, thought that It
was a disrespectful attack on gospel music.
Big Bill Broonzy spoke out against It too.
For Charles, the music just reflected his life.

BIG BILL
BROONZY

CLAR A WARD
He’s crying sanctified.
He’s mixing the blues with
the spirituals. I know
That’s wrong. He should
be singing In a church.
I was raised In the church and was around
blues and would hear all these musicians on
the jukeboxes and then I would go to revival
meetings on Sunday morning. So I would get
both sides of music. A lot of people at the
time thought It was sacrilegious, but all
I was doing was singing the way I felt.

And what Ray Charles did
was simply brilliant…
he took gospel and
blues, and created SOUL.
It wasn’t original but
It was something NEW.

If I wrote a song about
Jesus and some guy
turned It Into a song
about his girlfriend, I’d
be pretty upset too!
And yet without
that back and
forth, from the
troubadours on
forward, think
how much music
we would lose…
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SO. you guys
are the experts.
Is that legal?

Would It be legal today? Probably not.
Charles was taking big chunks of melody,
rewording songs…You could claim all
Charles’ songs were “fair uses”…

…parodies of
the gospel
originals…
It would be a
tough - and
expensive - fight.
But borrowing
from gospel
and blues Is
what soul's
all about!

Back then, people
just didn’t think that
copyright regulated
music this finely - on the
atomic level. Business
people didn't sue.

And she
probably
would have.

Well, people would
have ridiculed him
If he had. But
legally speaking?

What about Kanye?
Could he have used
copyright to stop
The Legendary K.O.
from sampling him?
That’s a tough one.
The subject matter Is
timely and politically
charged, the new version
Is heavily transformed
and K.O. weren’t making
It commercially.

Those
things all
cut strongly
In favor of
fair use.

Mr. West’s representatives later tried to use copyright to block
The Legendary KO’s material from the Internet. Irony? -EDS.
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So you're telling me
that today Clara Ward
could have stopped
Ray Charles?
Yup.

But you can hardly say It Is a parody of
Gold Digger. It Is more of a satire, using
Kanye’s song to make a different point…
…Satires can certainly be fair
uses but a parody would have
been an easier case…
And some courts have said that
getting something without paying the
customary price Is “commercial.” K.O.
didn’t pay to clear those samples…

Bottom line, I’d say that what they
are doing Is protected fair use, but some
lawyers might disagree, thinking K.O. were
just free-riding on Kanye’s fame and the
popularity of his new song…

…Just as
Ben Franklin
did, when he
reworded
a popular
song of
his day.

OK. I am
having legal
TMI. Too. Much.
Information.

Basically, what you are telling me Is that the
story of this one song - this hundred year
long chain of borrowing and transposing shows how many of the creative practices
music has always used might
Right.
be Illegal today? Right?
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Wait this Isn’t forbidding
It, just saying people have
to pay for It. That’s like
saying grocery stores
are “forbidding” food
by charging for It!

Of course composers should get paid!
Large-scale borrowing goes over the line!
But pay for every jazz solo, or folk song In
a classical composition? Every tiny sample?
Would that get us more music? Actually It
would be a great musical disappearing act!
…and remember, those
who are borrowed from,
also borrow themselves!
We need the right
balance between
what’s owned and
what’s free.

Look back
at the whole
comic.

Any rule
that makes
jazz Illegal
Is clearly
wrong.
Hmmm.

This Is a
comic?

Imagine we had
today’s copyright
system from the
birth of music. Much
of the music we’ve
been talking about
wouldn’t exist.

The sources would still have
been under copyright - today’s
copyright terms are so long and the borrowing would not
fall Into an exception.
Shouldn’t
have written
about sweet
and pleasant
brunettes.
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but the
church
composers
borrowed
from us!!

It
turns out
they can’t
handel
the truth.

It
turns out
there Isn’t
even one
Beethoven!

Kind of
Gone.

nonathology.

Never mind deals
with the devil, just
don’t make deals
with the lawyers!!

Blackbird not singing
In the dead of night…

So what would that leave
us with? Silence?
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I think Cage's silence Is a
flagrant ripoff of we mice.
Ever heard the phrase ‘quiet as
a mouse’? We should sue him!
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No, of
course
not!

We’re human, we
make music. That’s
what we do…

…Legal or not. And
…but does It make
sometimes forbidding
It harder to build on
borrowing will make
what came before?
musicians more original.

…No
one?
If I
have seen
further,
It Is
because
I have
stood
on the
shoulders
of…

OK,
the
the
the

Guys,
wake up! Who
cares what the
law says, now
we’ve got the
Internet! Look
at YouTube!

OK. Your point Is, will we get
next genre, the next soul or jazz,
next Ray Charles or K.O., or will
rules stand In the way? Right?

Right!
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Cats
doing
the
Harlem
Shake?

You can’t make It through a day without
having a video of cats doing the Harlem
Shake on the piano, or prisoners reenacting Call Me Maybe In Tagalog!

Seriously, think of your
favorites! The literal video of
Total Eclipse of the Heart. Kanye
West’s Monster sung by the
Muppets.* Baby Got Back done as
a Gilbert and Sullivan musical.

This Is the era of remix!
Worrying about there
being too little musical
borrowing today Is like…

Currently blocked on YouTube. -Eds.

*

…worrying about a
drought while you
are In the middle
of a rainstorm…

…And not a
drop to drink.

…worrying that
there won’t be
enough celebrity
gossip…
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I love
you, man.

…worrying that
there won’t be
enough factionalism
In Congress…

The Irony Is that
as the law became
more controlling,
as It has regulated
music more tightly…

The technology did the
opposite! A teenager can now
do things on a laptop that only
a high end recording studio
could have done In 1980.
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It’s the
least of our
worries!

Well,
you have
a point.

So who cares what the law
says? Looking just at remix,
we have more practical
cultural freedom than ever.
Right!
Except It
Isn’t that
simple.

Sure - and you
can't tell me
millions of
people didn’t
hear It online.
Yes they did. If they had
an Internet connection.
But on TV? On mainstream
radio? No, the law
operates like a filter,
a membrane, to keep
legally questionable
material out.
Remember
the Legendary
K.O.’s song?

The other kind of music
Is legal, licensed,
pervasive and permanent.
It lasts.

Which means that
the Hurricane
Katrina refugees,
the people exiled
to the Houston
Astrodome…

We have two realms of culture now. One,
Informal, fleeting, and online. The video
goes up and you send It to your friends
but a year later all you find Is…

Were very
unlikely
to be able
to hear
the song
written
about
them…

It’s the video
formerly known
as “mashup”!!

Got a new one for
the collection.
Name’s Bieber.

The
heavens
weep…

If all you
create are
fleeting little
bubbles of
clever remix,
how can anyone
build on what
you do?
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Ray Charles started
by straight copying…
but he did more than
that, he built a whole
tradition and then
other artists built
on what he’d done.

I should
be the one
on the
bottom!

And It was legal.
People could hear It
on TV and the radio.
Musicians could
build their careers
around It without
worrying their
songs would be
breaking the law.

Try
It.

So you are saying,
you can make an
Individual mashup
on Youtube, but
what about a whole
genre like soul
or jazz?

Sure, musicians
will always
make music,
will always
break the
rules, but It
becomes much
harder.

He’s right.
At the very
least, It Is
much harder.

“Whither
virtuosity…?”

I may only be
a bird, but
even I know
this Is a mixed
metaphor.

And maybe we don’t want
only to encourage the
magpie-clever cut and paste
of the Internet meme…

…or the auto-tuned
Pop song that licenses
a single riff from
an 80’s hit…

…and beats
It to death.
…And
again…

…And
again…

Play
It again,
Sam.*

Was you ever
bit by a dead
B flat?

…And
again…

I bet I've been
bit a hundred
times that way.
…And
again.

*Yes clever-clogs, we know they didn’t use
that actual line In the movie. Happy now? -Eds.
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But doesn't all
this Ignore the
800 pound gorilla
In the room?

??

dOWNLOADING!!!

I've heard that
downloading has
all but destroyed
the music Industry.

Downloading Is
the 800 pound
gorilla and no one
could Ignore It.
Are normal
gorillas ever
allowed In
the room?

How can you fuss
about a few
rules affecting
borrowing little
pieces of music,
when millions
of people are
stealing whole
songs!!
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Wikipedia says
the average
male gorilla
weighs 300400 pounds!
Why this
800 pound
standard?!
I am thinking
body Image
problems!

Now all you have to do Is tell
me which side Is telling the
truth about downloading…!

Well, the first thing to say Is, In
the United States, It Is ILLEGAL.
Not all downloading of course.
If you are backing up your own
music, or sharing music under
a Creative Commons license,
or making a fair use of a
copyrighted work, that Is ok.
But large scale
“sharing” of copyrighted
music without permission?
Illegal In the U.S.

and while It Is one thing to break the
law If you think It Is unjust and you are
protesting against It and willing to take
the consequences…

…you can’t claim civil disobedience
If all you want Is anonymous and
Illegal access to music for free!
Ok! A clear
answer! But how
bad are Its
effects?
Well, that's
a little more
complex…
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Let's hear from the two
sides on the Issue.

We all love music, don’t we? If anything
hurts music, we should be against It,
right? Piracy hurts musicians. It would
harm anyone If what they make Is stolen.
Piracy threatens musical creativity!

Yes, digital markets are growing,
thanks to us! But overall sales are
down and that Is hurting the economy.
Think of all the people - from record
store clerks to session musicians - whose
jobs depend on the music Industry.
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But In the world of
music, the sky Isn’t falling,
It’s rising!* Sure there are
losses to the old business
models, but If you factor In
the extraordinary growth
of live performances, the
overall music business Is
actually bigger than ever!
More people are making
music and digital markets
are booming!

Don’t confuse your business model
with the music business! The majority of
musicians have never received much from the
sale of copyrighted music. There are new
business models out there. We’ve even used
the Internet to crowdsource patronage!
Heigh Ho, heigh ho, It’s
off to Kickstarter we go!

So now
It’s back
to musicians
begging for
“tips” and
flattering
patrons?
And this Is
progress?

*See Masnick & Ho, The Sky Is Rising. Eds.
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And what’s the baseline
we are measuring against?

People don’t make as much money out of records.
But I have a take on that - people only made money
out of records for a very, very small time.

When The Rolling Stones started
out, we didn’t make any money out of
records because record companies
wouldn’t pay you! They didn’t pay anyone!

Then, there was a small period from 1970
to 1997, where people did get paid, and they
got paid very handsomely and everyone
made money. But
now that period
has gone.

So If you look at the
history of recorded
music from 1900 to
now, there was a
25 year period where
artists did very well,
but the rest of the
time they didn’t.

We’re back In the age
of the troubadoUr?
And what’s the
alternative?
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We do have rampant Illegal copying. Must we dramatically Increase surveillance
and enforcement to stop It?

Winston Smith!!

You tried to play a song on
someone else’s telescreen ...

That’s Three Strikes, Mr. Smith.
To receive your punishment ...

You sang a
song in the
shower ...

Proceed to Room 1201.

You
Thought
of a song.

Art requires control,
total control!

Not Room 1201!!!

Also, that new treaty doesn’t change domestic law and we have always been at war with Oceania.
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Or do we swing In the other direction, towards musical anarchy?

Aux Armes, citoyens!

Rise up and take back our Music!
And their music too!!!

LibertÉ, ÉgalitÉ,
Downloading!
Storm the
firewalls!

Note for the Irony-challenged: we are saying
this would be bad. -Eds.

I have, like, a
human right to
listen to stuff
you wrote!
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so our choices are
“no law or no privacy?”
No, thank you!
Both of those
sound terrible!
We can Imagine
better futures
than those!

More people than ever are making
music and making money at it…

Right now, artists are
piecing together ways
of making a living…

…But most of them are doing It
on the “pro-am model.” Music
Isn't their only gig. Is that…

…Good?

…Aesthetically
sustainable? Fewer
virtuoso recording
musicians who spend
a year on an album?

…Fewer people
who write songs
full time?

Is that what
we want?

Maybe…and maybe not!

Streaming
Royalties

…A system that makes
It hard for them to be
creators full time…
not so much.

Allowing more people to be
creators…that’s thrilling!!
We should celebrate It, but…
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Well, there It Is. Over 2000
years of musical history.
What have we learned?

An exam! I
love exams!!

I'll take a stab
at It. Music Is
different. We love
It, but It hits us
deep, deep.

Which makes
us want to
control It…

…For
philosophical
reasons…

…Or religious
and political
ones…

“One empire!
One religion!
One musical
tradition!”
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…And we police music,
trying to prevent the
mingling of cultures…

…Or the mingling of aesthetics…
high and low, sacred and secular,
religious and profane…

…Or the
mingling
of races…
Music
becomes another
battleground for
prejudices about
race and culture…

And because
music touches
us so deep…

…Those fights
are passionate!

And so we
fight over the
technologies…
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from notation
to the gramophone to
the sample deck to the
Internet - and they
turn out to have
effects we never
Imagined…

Notation, which was
supposed to produce
a single monophonic
religious canon, Allows
composers to compose
polyphonic multitudes…

Radio, TV, the Walkman, the MP3 player,
mean that music can become the
background to our world…

Quality musical
printing allows
music to travel
across a whole
country.
Recording means
music can travel
across time! For
the first time, I
can hear Caruso
himself.

…to Public Enemy using thousands
of samples from recorded
songs to make new music.

…Sampling means that we go
from Tchaikovsky using the
tune of “The Marseillaise”
In the “1812 Overture”…
From cannon
to canon!

And each new technology
changes Incentives for
composers and musicians…
And that changes
the music as well…
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In a world where music couldn’t
be recorded, or sheet music sold,
composers depended on patronage…
The music written to please the king
Is different than the music on a radio
program advertising ‘The King of Beers…’

Try pleasing
Emperor Joseph II!
Talk about picky!!

…or recorded by the young Gershwin
on a piano roll that played In 10,000
suburban living rooms.
And the way musicians
earn money changes.

Do I need a
greater presence
on social media?
#lutelust
@troubadourforhire

Streaming
Royalties
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For the first
2400 years
of the story,
property law
was foreign
to music.

And the law and
technology weren’t neatly
synchronized, probably a
good thing. We didn’t get
rights over “copies” until
centuries after Gutenberg.

Revolutionary
technology
over here!?
Hello??!!

And then there
Is the law.

Music Copyr ight:
Sophocles to the
Statute of Anne
But starting In the 18th
century, we started
using copyright as a way
of encouraging music.
A brilliant Idea! It gives
rights to creators. Balances
control with limitations,
powers with freedoms…

Encourages the creation
of new stuff by this
careful pattern of
rights and exceptions…
…property…

The reality,
less so?

The rights expand In
every dimension. The
permissions culture
cuts away at the
public domain.
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…and the
public domain.
The concept
Is magnificent.

And now In place of this
creative frenzy of borrowing
and Influence…
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…we have the
threat of legal
gridlock, right as the
technologies give us
freedoms we’ve
never had.

Clearly Illegal
copying flourishes Illicit downloading.
But borrowing that
should be legal
Is blocked.
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Music will survive.
Music always survives.
Plato, the Holy Roman
Empire or Asa Carter
could tell you that.

But what
music will
we miss??
When we
don’t
need to.

Music
brought us
here. Me and
my stupid
piano
recitals.

…And
Robert
Johnson.

You…

You
and
…?
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What about your
music background?
Classical, I
would guess?
No - pretty much
all punk rock.
Early Sex Pistols
kind of stuff.

Yeah, I was the
front man for a
band called Meat &
the Tenderizers.
I was “Meat.”
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It was simple stuff. Two chords mainly.
But I knew those two chords well!!
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What
happened?

Oh, Sid Vicious died that was a blow - we
staggered on.

But when The
Clash lost
their original
lineup… It…

It was time
to hang It up.
…It was
too much.
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I knew…

I put It behind
me and applied…

to law
school.
I haven’t touched
an Instrument since.

That's
so SAD!!
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Is It really
sad? I gave up
something but I
learned all this…

…Or Beethoven…

Now when I listen to Ray
Charles, or Little Richard…

…Or a mass…or
Robert Johnson!

…I know where
It all came from.

There’s so
much beauty there.
So much history.
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Barriers and prejudices,
disruption and outrage,
but the music rolls on,
generation after
generation.

“The staff of music
Is long, but It
bends towards
harmony?”

Something
like that.
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And If you’re given that
history, that heritage, It seems
Important…, Important…

…NOT TO SCREW
IT UP!

“YOU
CAN'T AVOID
THE VOID.”
“ZIGGY PLAYED
GUITAR…”
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Perhaps something In their words
has caught your attention, taught
you something, given you an Idea?

These shadows have danced for
you for a fragment of time.

But now their moment
In the light Is over.

Until the next time we
meet, all that Is left Is…
…The opposite
of music…

Silence.

Not
yet…

Wait…
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About the Book
Or “Pictures of Dancing About Architecture”*

Music touches us deeply. A banal sentence. Remember when you were a teenager and the only thing
more important to you than music, was the person you were in love with? (Requited or not.) Remember that
moment when you could not even explain who you and your friends were without referring to this song,
or that genre, this artist, that band? Remember being transported—made into something different—by a
guitar riff, a line in a song (“and the click of high heeled shoes”), a rap lyric (“Straight outta Compton…”),
Goodman’s clarinet (“the ill woodwind that nobody blows good”), Davis’s trumpet, Casal’s throbbing cello,
Horowitz’s dreamy precision —by an insistent bass line, a brilliant “drop” in EDM, by the apparently
accidental inevitability of a musical phrase? That is what music is to us. It reaches our core—or maybe
creates it.
Music is different. An argument, you can accept or reject, fact-check or analyze. A tune? Not so much.
Music seems to flow over, through or behind our mental firewalls. We talk about it touching us “viscerally,”
as though our viscera, our guts, were a locus for beauty. But music reaches places in our minds, not just our
intestines.
Music builds on itself. To those who think that mash-ups and sampling started with YouTube or a
DJ’s turntables, it might be shocking to find that musicians have been borrowing—extensively borrowing,
consciously and unconsciously—from each other since music itself began. We don’t mean simple copying—
the reproduction of an entire song. We mean the borrowing and cultural cross-fertilization that creates
more music. Church musicians borrowing from troubadours. The Marseillaise quoted in the 1812 Overture.
The African polyrhythms that came to the United States during slavery. The fragment of another tune
in a jazz solo. Whether it is the rhythm and blues and country music that built rock and roll, the fusion
of blues and gospel that made soul music, or the wall of sound in early rap, the lines of borrowing and
cross-fertilization go on and on. Sometimes musical traditions are appropriated without adequate credit or
compensation. Sometimes the borrowing brings communities together, creates a shared and more inclusive
culture. And that borrowing continues even when it is forbidden; whether by the state, or the church, or the
racial segregationist, or the guardians of high culture. It goes on even when the technology of the time seems
to make it difficult. In fact, those technologies—from musical notation to the player piano to the tape loop to
the sample deck—turn out to be unruly. They often do the opposite of what we expect them to, sometimes
to our great benefit.
Music’s production systems have changed. The technologies have evolved, of course. (Isn’t it
remarkable to think that, until about the end of the 19th century, to hear music you either had to play it
yourself or hire someone to play it for you? We think ourselves at the bleeding edge of musical technology,
but the advent of recorded music is a greater transformation than anything that has happened in our lifetimes.)
The incentive systems have changed, from the troubadour or the gifted amateur, to the Church composer,
the aristocratic patronage system, the rise of music as a commodity for the masses—whether in the form
of sheet music, player piano rolls, vinyl, CD, downloads or streams. And with the technologies and the
incentive systems, the law of music has changed, often for good but sometimes for ill. We now face the irony
that as rampant illegal downloading of recorded music goes on, the artistic practice of making music has
never been so tangled in cumbersome permissions and fees, licenses and collecting societies. Artists should
get paid—this book is most emphatically not a defense of illegal downloading—but the law should serve
creativity, not hinder it.
Music matters. People fight about it—not just the kind of fight when one spouse ludicrously denies
the brilliance of Joni Mitchell and the other insists upon it. People fight about music because they think it
*The full quotation is “Writing about music is like dancing about architecture.” It is popularly attributed to Elvis Costello. He said
he does not remember saying it. The difficulty of attribution in a world of borrowing! Someone should write a comic book about it.
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has power, that its shape reflects our culture—or changes it—that it strengthens the state or the religion—or
undermines it. Name a line that we care about: philosophical, religious, political, racial, cultural, legal. Music
is on those battlements, conscripted to hold a line, even when those lines become increasingly…blurred.
This is a “graphic novel,” a comic book, by two law professors about the history of music, of musical
borrowing, from Plato to rap. Obviously, some explanation is needed. We write about innovation and creativity.
Ten years ago, disturbed by the way that documentary filmmakers were being hobbled by ludicrous copyright
claims over tiny fragments of music or image momentarily caught by their cameras, we wrote a comic book
about “fair use” with our late, and much-missed, colleague, Keith Aoki. (For some reason, readers seem to
prefer comic books to our law review articles. Go figure.) Our goal was to translate our legal expertise and
scholarship into an accessible form for the new generation of digital creators who lacked the high-priced legal
advice that established media took for granted. We thought the comic would be read by a few film students. It
has been downloaded more than a million times and translated into multiple languages. There was a demand,
it seemed.
We thought we were done with comic books. But then we started writing and teaching about musical
borrowing—the way that composers and musicians borrow from each other, whether by sampling, quoting,
parodying, or building on a genre. We found ourselves disturbed by the same “permissions culture” that we
had written about in documentary film. Even the tiniest musical reference brought forth a demand for licensing
and payment. Of course, there are lots of occasions when permission should be asked and where payment is
entirely appropriate: for example, using a fragment of a song in a commercial or taking a substantial chunk
of a tune and building a new song on it, not as commentary, but simply as a commercial remix. But this was
different. This was the regulation of music at the atomic level. No amount was too small for a property claim,
despite the fact that copyright law has many exceptions to allow for insubstantial borrowing and reference.
Could one imagine the great musical genres of the past being developed under such a scheme? Jazz? The
blues? Soul? Rock and roll? We concluded that it was unlikely. That seemed…worrying.
Our research took us to the history of musical borrowing. Even limiting ourselves for reasons of
time and practicality to the Western musical tradition, that history was vast, a scholars’ delight, an endless
set of puzzles and connections that led us further and further back in time. The research for the book took
us years. (Far too many years, in fact.) There are many histories of music that chart the rise and fall of
musical movements—classicism to romanticism, or rock to punk. We have benefited from them. But there is
another side to musical history. As we worked, we realized that, again and again through history, there had
been numerous attempts to police music; to restrict borrowing—for reasons of philosophy, religion, politics,
race—again and again, race—and law. And because music affects us so deeply, those fights were passionate
ones. They still are. The history runs from Plato to Blurred Lines and beyond. And to understand the history
of musical borrowing, one had to spin the story out still further—into musical technologies (from notation to
the sample deck), aesthetics, the incentive systems that got musicians paid, and law’s 250-year long struggle
to assimilate music. This is that story. It is assuredly not the history of music. But it is definitely a part of that
history and, we think, a fascinating one. Remember those musical moments that we mentioned earlier? The
music that made you, you? You wouldn’t have those moments but for this history, this story. We have tried
to tell it here. We hope you like it.
James Boyle & Jennifer Jenkins
Durham, NC. 2017

8.5″ x 11″ Paperback Version Available!

About The Book
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Acknowledgments and Further Reading

This is a book about borrowing. And scholars are borrowers. Massive borrowers, whose only surety is the
promise to “pay it forward.”
We have benefited from so many sources—colleagues, scholars we have never met, online resources,
blogs, books about the Renaissance music scene, or the Mississippi Delta, or classical music or the blues.
What follows here is not a complete list of our sources. Instead of offering that here and making the book
400 pages long, we’ve provided an extensive set of references for the comic online here: https://law.duke.edu/
musiccomic/references. But what follows is a good place to get started for the person who is interested more
generally in the comic’s themes, as well as a heartfelt “thank you” from us to those whose work informed
our research.

The History of Western Musical Borrowing
Everyone interested in the history of borrowing in Western music should begin with the work of Professor
J. Peter Burkholder. We consulted his work extensively. In particular we relied upon:
• The “Borrowing” section Professor Burkholder wrote for Grove Music Online http://www.
oxfordmusiconline.com/public/book/omo_gmo (part of Oxford Music Online). Unfortunately, this is
behind a paywall. This resource offers exhaustive details about borrowing in Western music through
articles that run from medieval monophony and polyphony to Renaissance music, various classical
periods, “art music,” and jazz.
• Burkholder also compiled with Andreas Giger and David C. Birchler an online resource called “Musical
borrowing: an annotated bibliography” (formerly available online at http://www.music.indiana.edu/
borrowing/). As of December 2016, that site is offline because of a 2015 cyberattack. We hope to see its
return soon.
• J. Peter Burkholder, All Made of Tunes: Charles Ives and the Uses of Musical Borrowing (Yale University
Press, 1995), a book on borrowing in the work of the American modernist composer Charles Ives.
• Moving beyond borrowing alone, the broader history of Western music is covered in J. Peter Burkholder,
Donald Jay Grout and Claude V. Palisca, A History of Western Music (Ninth Edition) (W.W. Norton &
Co., 2014).
Apart from Professor Burkholder’s prodigious oeuvre, we found many other works useful. Here are a few
that are particularly worthy of note. A fuller listing is in the online reference guide to the comic.
• Honey Meconi, ed., Early Musical Borrowing (Routledge, 2004)
• Norman Carrell, Bach the Borrower (Allen & Unwin, 1967)
• John T. Winemiller, “Recontextualizing Handel’s Borrowing,” The Journal of Musicology (Autumn 1997)
• David Metzer, Quotation and Cultural Meaning in Twentieth-Century Music (Cambridge University
Press, 2003)
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Law and Musical Borrowing
Despite its fascinating features, music’s relationship to copyright—through history—has been a subject that
until relatively recently received little scholarly attention. The articles and books noted below changed that.
Carroll’s series of articles is a magisterial introduction to music copyright’s history. Arewa writes sensitively
of music, property and cultural appropriation—particularly across racial lines. Boyle illustrates the story
of musical borrowing and copyright with a 100-year long history of a protest song written after Hurricane
Katrina (told in the “I Got A Mashup—A Song’s Tale” section of this comic, pp. 201–222). Vaidhyanathan
and McLeod were the first seriously to engage with the cultural and aesthetic effects of restrictive legal
regulation on musical borrowing, particularly in rap and hip-hop music. Together with the work of Lessig,
their scholarship has defined the field. Greene has written extensively about the intersection of music,
copyright, and race. McLeod and DiCola have offered the definitive account of the law and culture of digital
sampling. Demers provides a musicologist’s perspective on these issues.
• Michael W. Carroll, “Whose Music Is It Anyway?: How We Came to View Musical Expression as a
Form of Property,” University of Cincinnati Law Review (Summer 2004) and “The Struggle for Music
Copyright,” Florida Law Review (September 2005)
• Olufunmilayo B. Arewa, “From J.C. Bach to Hip Hop: Musical Borrowing, Copyright and Cultural
Context,” North Carolina Law Review (January 2006); “Copyright on Catfish Row: Musical Borrowing,
Porgy and Bess, and Unfair Use,” Rutgers Law Journal (Winter 2006); “Blues Lives: Promise and Perils
of Musical Copyright,” Cardozo Arts and Entertainment Law Journal (2010)
• James Boyle, The Public Domain: Enclosing the Commons of the Mind (Yale University Press, 2008),
Chapter 6 “I Got A Mashup.” This book is freely available online at http://www.thepublicdomain.org/
download/.
• Siva Vaidhyanathan, Copyrights and Copywrongs: The Rise of Intellectual Property and How It Threatens
Creativity (NYU Press, 2001)
• Kembrew McLeod, Owning Culture: Authorship, Ownership, and Intellectual Property Law (P. Lang,
2001)
• Lawrence Lessig, Remix: Making Art and Commerce Thrive in the Hybrid Economy (The Penguin Press,
2008); Free Culture: How Big Media Uses Technology and the Law to Lock Down Culture and Control
Creativity (The Penguin Press, 2004)
• Kevin J. Greene, “Copyright, Culture & Black Music: A Legacy of Unequal Protection,” Hastings
Communications & Entertainment Law Journal (Winter 1999)
• Kembrew McLeod and Peter DiCola, Creative License: The Law and Culture of Digital Sampling (Duke
University Press, 2011)
• Joanna Demers, Steal This Music: How Intellectual Property Law Affects Musical Creativity (University
of Georgia Press, 2006)
When it comes to the way that the structure of economic incentives affects music, there is no better resource
than:
• Frederic M. Scherer, Quarter Notes and Bank Notes: The Economics of Music Composition in the
Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries (Princeton University Press, 2004). (Professor Scherer judiciously
decides not to present the reader with any conclusions about which is superior: music developed under a
patronage system, or music written for some form of mass market sale.)

Online Resources
We made extensive and grateful use of an excellent collection of historical documents compiled by the
University of Cambridge, “a digital archive of primary sources on copyright from the invention of the
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printing press (c. 1450) to the Berne Convention (1886) and beyond.” You can find some of the documents
we refer to in this book, from Petrucci’s patents to Orlando di Lasso’s printing privileges (filed under the
alternate name Orlande de Lassus), in this database.
• Primary Sources on Copyright History (1450–1900) http://www.cipil.law.cam.ac.uk/primary-sourcescopyright-history-1450-1900
Another extremely useful website is the “Music Copyright Infringement Resource” sponsored by Columbia
Law School and the University of Southern California Gould School of Law. There, you can find judicial
opinions from over a hundred music copyright cases from 1844 to the present, along with commentary and
relevant sheet music and audio files.
• Music Copyright Infringement Resource http://mcir.usc.edu/
Those interested in following endless trails of musical borrowing will enjoy the encyclopedic, crowdsourced
“Who Sampled” website—you can choose a song and find both the songs it used, and the songs that in turn
used it, along with the relevant audio.
• Whosampled http://www.whosampled.com/

The Music
The materials cited above—particularly the encyclopedic Grove Music Online, Burkholder et al.’s A History
of Western Music, and Meconi’s Early Musical Borrowing, provide a wealth of information about Western
music throughout history, including Renaissance music and “classical” music from the Baroque, Classical,
Romantic, and 20th century periods. Here is a selection of additional resources on the music of Ancient
Greece, the Middle Ages, and the Renaissance.
• William A. Johnson, “Musical Evenings in the Early Empire: New Evidence from a Greek Papyrus with
Musical Notation,” Journal of Hellenic Studies (2000). For our discussion of Ancient Greek notation, we
are particularly indebted to this article written by a Duke colleague, which casts light on Greek notation
using a Roman-era papyrus.
• Thomas J. Mathiesen, Apollo’s Lyre: Greek Music and Music Theory in Antiquity and the Middle Ages
(University of Nebraska Press, 1999)
• Anna Maria Busse Berger and Jesse Rodin, eds., The Cambridge History of Fifteenth-Century Music
(Cambridge University Press, 2015)
• Richard L. Crocker, A History of Musical Style (Revised Edition) (Dover Publications, 1986)
• Richard L. Crocker and David Hiley, eds., The New Oxford History of Music: Volume II: The Early
Middle Ages to 1300 (Second Edition) (Oxford University Press, 1990); Gerald Abraham and Dom Anselm
Hughes, eds., The New Oxford History of Music: Volume III: Ars Nova and the Renaissance 1300–1540
(First Edition) (Oxford University Press, 1960)
Turning to more recent genres and American music, the following resources illuminate everything from
how slaves influenced American music and the history of the banjo, to our national anthem, to genres such
as jazz, blues, rock and roll, and hip hop. Many of these resources detail the impact of black music and the
persistence of racial anxieties in response to new genres.
• Eileen Southern, The Music of Black Americans: A History (Third Edition) (W.W. Norton & Co., 1997)
• Laurent Dubois, The Banjo: America’s African Instrument (Harvard University Press, 2016)
• Brian Ward, Just My Soul Responding: Rhythm and Blues, Black Consciousness, and Race Relations
(University of California Press, 1998)
• Mark Anthony Neal, What the Music Said: Black Popular Music and Black Public Culture (Routledge,
1998)
• Samuel A. Floyd, Jr., The Power of Black Music: Interpreting Its History from Africa to the United States
(Oxford University Press, 1995)
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• Mark Clague, Star Spangled Songbook (Star Spangled Music Foundation, 2015) (collecting reuses of the
national anthem)
• Ted Gioia, The History of Jazz (Second Edition) (Oxford University Press, 2011)
• Paul Berliner, Thinking in Jazz: The Infinite Art of Improvisation (University of Chicago Press, 1994)
• Robert Palmer, Deep Blues: A Musical and Cultural History of the Mississippi Delta (Penguin Books,
1982)
• Holly George-Warren and Patricia Romanowski, eds., The Rolling Stone Encyclopedia of Rock & Roll
(Third Edition) (Rolling Stone Press, 2001)
• Paul Friedlander, Rock and Roll: A Social History (Westview Press, 1996)
• Glenn C. Altschuler, All Shook Up: How Rock ’n’ Roll Changed America (Oxford University Press, 2003)
• Paul Miller (a.k.a. DJ Spooky, that Subliminal Kid), ed., Sound Unbound: Sampling Digital Music and
Culture (MIT Press, 2008)
• Mark Costello and David Foster Wallace, Signifying Rappers (First Edition) (Ecco Press, 1990) (yes, that
David Foster Wallace)

The People
The comic features a fascinating cast of composers and performers, and the lives of many others informed
our research. The sources cited above (especially Grove Music Online and A History of Western Music) offer
biographical sketches of the classical composers we discuss early in the comic. For Stephen Foster, Scott
Joplin, George Gershwin, Dizzy Gillespie, Robert Johnson, Chuck Berry, Little Richard, Elvis Presley, Jerry
Leiber and Mike Stoller, Ray Charles, and the Beatles, here are selected resources.
• Ken Emerson, Doo-dah!: Stephen Foster and the Rise of American Popular Culture (Simon & Schuster,
1997)
• Edward A. Berlin, King of Ragtime: Scott Joplin and His Era (First Edition) (Oxford University Press,
1994)
• Howard Pollack, George Gershwin: His Life and Work (University of California Press, 2007)
• Robert Wyatt and John Andrew Johnson, eds., The George Gershwin Reader (Oxford University Press,
2004)
• Dizzy Gillespie, with Al Fraser, To Be, or Not…To Bop (Doubleday Books, 1979)
• Elijah Wald, Escaping the Delta: Robert Johnson and the Invention of the Blues (Amistad/HarperCollins,
2004)
• Bruce Pegg, Brown Eyed Handsome Man: The Life and Hard Times of Chuck Berry (Routledge, 2002)
• Michael T. Bertrand, Race, Rock, and Elvis (University of Illinois Press, 2000)
• Jerry Leiber and Mike Stoller, Hound Dog: The Leiber & Stoller Autobiography (Simon & Schuster,
2009)
• Charles White, The Life And Times Of Little Richard: The Quasar of Rock (Harmony Books, 1985)
• Michael Lydon, Ray Charles: Man and Music (Routledge, 2004)
• Ray Charles and David Ritz, Brother Ray: Ray Charles’ Own Story (Da Capo Press, 1992)
• Elijah Wald, How the Beatles Destroyed Rock ’n’ Roll: An Alternative History of American Popular Music
(Oxford University Press, 2009)
• Walter Everett, The Beatles as Musicians: Revolver through the Anthology (Oxford University Press,
1999)
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The Technology
Sources on the earliest “technology” we discuss—notation—are listed earlier. Here are some excellent
resources discussing the revolutions wrought by the advent of sound recording technology, radio, and the
Internet.
• Mark Katz, Capturing Sound: How Technology Has Changed Music (University of California Press,
2004)
• Greg Milner, Perfecting Sound Forever: An Aural History of Recorded Music (Farrar, Straus and Giroux,
2009)
• Christopher H. Sterling and John Michael Kittross, Stay Tuned: A History of American Broadcasting
(Third Edition) (Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2001)
• Russell Sanjek, Pennies from Heaven: The American Popular Music Business in the Twentieth Century
(Updated Edition) (Da Capo Press, 1996) (a comprehensive look at how 20th century technological
developments changed the music business)
• Whitney Broussard, “The Promise and Peril of Collective Licensing,” Journal of Intellectual Property
Law (2009) (discussing the ASCAP antitrust consent decree)
• Paul Goldstein, Copyright’s Highway: From Gutenberg to the Celestial Jukebox (Revised Edition)
(Stanford University Press, 2003)
• William W. Fisher III, Promises to Keep: Technology, Law, and the Future of Entertainment (Stanford
University Press, 2004)
• Yochai Benkler, The Wealth of Networks: How Social Production Transforms Markets and Freedom
(Yale University Press, 2006)
• Jonathan Zittrain, The Future of the Internet—And How to Stop It (Yale University Press, 2008)
• Michael D. Smith and Rahul Telang, Streaming, Sharing, Stealing: Big Data and the Future of
Entertainment (MIT Press, 2016)
• Matt Novak, “Watching David Bowie Argue With an Interviewer About the Future of the Internet
Is Beautiful,” available at http://paleofuture.gizmodo.com/watching-david-bowie-argue-with-aninterviewer-about-th-1791017656 (offering highlights from a prescient interview between David Bowie
and the BBC, along with a link to the video)

Copyright Law and the Music Business
The Center for the Study of the Public Domain provides many resources on copyright law, all freely available
online. In addition, the full text of the 1906 debates covered on pp. 89–91 of the comic is available on Google
Books, and the Copyright Office offers useful information circulars covering the minutia of copyright law. A
few prominent resources on music licensing and the music business are also included below.
• James Boyle and Jennifer Jenkins, Intellectual Property: Law & The Information Society: Cases &
Materials (Third Edition, 2016), available at http://web.law.duke.edu/cspd/pdf/IPCasebook2016.pdf
• Keith Aoki, James Boyle, Jennifer Jenkins, Bound By Law? (Center for the Study of the Public Domain,
2006), a comic about copyright, fair use, and documentary film, is available at https://web.law.duke.edu/
cspd/comics/
• The Center’s materials on orphan works are here https://web.law.duke.edu/cspd/orphanworks.html
• The 1906 debates are online in full at https://books.google.com/books?id=m7QvAAAAMAAJ
• The Copyright Office’s information circulars are available here https://www.copyright.gov/circs/
• Stanford University offers information about copyright and fair use at http://fairuse.stanford.edu/
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• The Future of Music Coalition offers resources on music, law, and technology at https://futureofmusic.
org/research
• Al Kohn and Bob Kohn, Kohn on Music Licensing (Fourth Edition) (Aspen Publishers, 2009)
• Donald S. Passman, All You Need to Know About the Music Business (Ninth Edition) (Simon & Schuster,
2015)
• M. William Krasilovsky and Sidney Shemel (authors), John M. Gross and Jonathan Feinstein (contributors),
This Business of Music: The Definitive Guide to the Business and Legal Issues of the Music Industry
(Tenth Edition) (Watson-Guptill Publications, 2007)
For the rest? Turn to the comic and just…“Pull.”
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This comic lays out 2000 years of musical history. A neglected part of musical history.
Again and again there have been attempts to police music; to resbict borrowing and cultural
cross-fertilization. But music builds on itself. To those who think that mash-ups and sampling
started with YouTube or the DJ's turntables, it might be shocking to find that musicians have been
borrowing-extensively borrowing-from each other since music began. Then why try to stop that
process?The reasons varied. Philosophy, religion, politics, race-again and again, race-and law.
And because music affects us so deeply, those struggles were passionate ones. They still are.
The history in this book runs from Plato to Blurred Unes and beyond. You will read about
the Holy Roman Empire's attempts to standardize religious music using the first great musical
technology (notation) and the inevitable backfire of that attempt. You will read about trou
badours and church composers, swapping tunes (and remarlcab/yprofane lyrics), changing both
religion and music in the process. You will see diabibes against jazz for corrupting musical
culture, against rock and roll for breaching the color-line. You will learn about the lawsuits that,
surprisingly, shaped rap. You will read the story of some of music's iconoclasts-from Handel
and Beethoven to Robert Johnson, Chuck Berry, Little Richard, Ray Charles, the British Invasion
and Public Enemy.
To understand this history fully, one has to roam wider still-into musical technologies
from notation to the sample deck, aesthetics, the incentive systems that got musicians paid,
and law's 250-year struggle to assimilate music, without destroying it in the process. This is
that story. It is assuredly not the only history of music. But it is definitely a part-a fascinating
part-of that history. We hope you like it.

Boyle &
Jenkins
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For more information, and free digital versions of this book, please visit
https://law.duke.edu/musiccomic/
Center for the Study of the Public Domain
Duke Law School

